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Camilla Simoni

Originally from Denmark, Camilla Simoni has lived in
Beijing for the last 4 years with her husband and their 3
boys (4, 10 and 12 years old). Before moving to China,
she worked as a health visitor, conducting in-house check
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finished her Master’s in Sociology and took part in the
start up business “Challet Baby.”
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Six year old Rosabelle, student at House of
Knowledge, is not only cute, she’s also one of
the nominated community stars. Her cute smile
doesn’t give away how much of trickster she is,
though, as she pretended to lay painted hands
on beijingkids managing editor while they played
in paint together on the set. Read more about
Rosabelle’s big heart in Schooled (p28).

Photography by Dave’s Studio

EDITOR'S NOTE

Communities are built on the strength of their relationships. Beijing is known to be a particularly relationshiporiented community, especially among those with global
mindsets and long tenure. The ebb and flow of short-term
expats adds to Beijing’s flavor, as each year new guanxi
is made that starts here but then reaches across a world
connected by a digital, rather than urban, landscape.
This issue we decided to celebrate the leaders and
unsung heroes of this global community. We of course
see the value in those who are driven by charity and the
inspiration they give to others, but we are looking for the
friends whose shoulders are wet from tears, the mothers
who form community for other pollution-caused-cabincrazy moms, and the chef who brings sanity to a group
of suburban-placed expats.
These are the people who provide a renewable bond to
those who ebb and flow in, and who also remain year after
year once these short-term expats are long gone. Though

these pillars may eventually move on, Beijing certainly
experiences a painful loss when they do. They are the
people we look up to, the people who are connected to
other global influencers, and the people who will make an
impact wherever they go. We asked schools, our parenting
board, and other well-known charitable leaders for who
they wished we would cover. We were touched and moved
by the stories, and we expect you to be also.
Though we covered eighteen community leaders
together in both Schooled (p28) and the feature (p48),
we covered other pillars throughout the magazine, so
be on the lookout for faces you know. In view of what
these pillars do, we chose to cover a volunteer option for
Playing Outside instead of a park or a playground (p24),
along with including many other options for volunteering
at the end of our feature (p56).
Lastly, we want to point you to our own community
pillars here at beijingkids (see box below).

Vanessa Jencks
Managing Editor
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This magazine was started 10 years ago to make sense of life in Beijing
and to be an essential family resource for the internationally minded family.
Mike Wester and Toni Ma have touched the lives of many of our readers by
continuing to publish this magazine through the best and worst of times.
Mike Wester draws his idea for how to steer the magazine focus based
on a posting he had back in the US when a small town local newspaper
was taken over by a larger media company. An angry mother came in and
chewed him out, “You don’t know anything about this community! This
newspaper is a shell of its former self.” As she was leaving, she asked,
“And by the way, would you mind putting my daughter’s picture in the
Toni Ma, daughter Eloise, and Mike Wester
paper?” He realized then that close-knit communities care deeply about
the stories of one another, and often these stories are more important on
a daily basis than a re-run national news story. So we make it our job to be apart of the community, to know what’s
going on in the lives of expat families, and to make sure we’re helping you with the information to live life well in
Beijing. On behalf of beijingkids’ staff and readers, I want to thank them both!

Bike Battle Hits Beijing Streets

After last year’s car-hailing wars, in which Didi Chuxing comprehensively defeated
American rival Uber, the latest battle for Beijing’s streets is being fought by the bikesharing companies. In the yellow corner, local start-up Ofo currently has the most
cycles on the street, but Mobike, its rival in orange, boasts a smart app which lets
you find nearby bikes and has an English interface. Bluegogo is the plucky underdog.
While they struggle for supremacy there are plenty of bargains for the user, but
there are also rumors of dirty tricks, with rivals’ bikes being vandalized or dumped in
canals. Still, whichever one you use, it’s a handy and healthy way to get home from
the subway station.

Cook for Hope

Beijing’s favorite charity cookoff returns on April 27, as
Cook For Hope takes place
at the Green T House. Money
raised will go toward vital
heart surgery for nine-monthold baby Han, and one of
the judges is our very own
Pauline van Hasselt, who’s
a trained chef as well as an
intrepid reporter for beijingkids! Check our website for
information about tickets
and other ways you can get
involved.

We Don’t Hate Peppa Pig, Beijing Insists

Pinterest Pinned by the Great
Firewall of China

Our eyes have been turned to many WeChat moments and
chat flurries of outrage after Pinterest, the never-ending
well of creativity, hits the dust in the recent blocking tirade
in China. We don’t know why exactly Pinterest has been
blocked, since it’s been an unscathed source of inspiration
for many, including us here at beijingkids. But our guess is
that it has to do with Pinterest’s recent acquisition of Jelly
Industries, a search-engine company. Jelly was co-founded
by Biz Stone, who happened to also co-found Twitter and
Medium. These platforms are also blocked in a sort of
Chinese government boycott against Biz Stone’s belief that
Chinese laws are “antithetical to [Twitter’s] whole way of
doing things.”

Babytree and Fisher-Price to Create
Early Learning Platform

Beijing-based parenting website Babytree has signed a deal with
American toymaking giants Mattel, to develop an early childhood
online learning platform. Babytree was founded ten years ago
by a former Google executive, and has become known as “the
Facebook for Chinese parents,” with over nine million registered
users. They will team up with the Fisher-Price brand, which produces toys including “Thomas and Friends,” to create a platform
which “will host a wealth of resources for families, including child
development assessment tools and customized parenting content
and development curriculum, to enable many parenting styles and
address the unique development paths of their child.”

6
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Confusion reigns over rumored controls on the publication in China of foreign picture
books for children. In March South China Morning Post reported publishers as saying
they had been told to reduce the number of translated books they published, although
the order was not made public. Perhaps officals were stung by the international furor
that followed, because denials quickly followed. Two articles in Global Times, often
used as a mouthpiece for government policy, claimed the rumors had been invented
by foreign media to make China look bad. However, it’s certainly true that Taobao has
banned the sale of imported books, DVDs, and video games without permits. So if your
little ones are addicted to Peppa Pig, it might be a good idea to stock up now.

Harmony and Steve

by Jin Chan Yum Wai
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April Events
Sat, April 6

1 Beijing No. 55 High School Open House

Ages 14+ Beijing No. 55 High School is holding an open house
for recruitment and admissions, to let parents know more about
its International Students Section. Staff members will give parents a campus tour, answer questions from parents, and give a
lecture about the IB curriculum. Parents of new and prospective
students are warmly welcomed. (bj55iss@bj55.cn, 6416 9531,
6416 0723).
Sat, April 8

2 Beijing Playhouse Kids Summer Theater Camps

Ages 6-14. Participants will perform Snow White, The Three
Musketeers and Alice in Wonderland with acting, song, and
dance. Aspiring actors, singers, dancers, and musicians are all
welcome. Some English proficiency is required. RMB 9,000 for
each two week camp. 9am-4pm (Early enrollment deadline for
kids summer theatre camps is 10-11.30am). Beijing Playhouse.
(broadway@beijingplayhouse.com, 134 6638 8333).
Job Fair for Foreigners
Adults. Hosted by Chinajob, the Job Fair for Foreigners is attracting over 250 employers looking for foreign staff this April.
With the support and participation of prestigious enterprises in
China, the Job Fair always suits your needs no matter what kind
of job you are looking for: full-time, part-time or internship! Free.
10am-4pm. Swissotel Beijing. (6846 8025).

2
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4
Live With Less
All ages. Live With Less is bringing communities together to
share new and nearly-new goods that haven’t had much use. If
you’ve just finished your spring cleaning and have stuff to get
rid of, why not bring it down the Crossboundaries/Mind Body
event and swap it with your neighbors. Everyone is welcome
and there’s no requirement to swap equally, so bring what you
want and take what you need. Free. 11am-5pm. Held in the
space above Taco Bar.

photo: Courtesy of oasis international hospital and house of knowledge

Sinology Institute
Didi and Food Delivery Tutorial
Adults. Participants will learn how to use Baidu Waimai and Didi
along with some basic, relevant vocabulary. Now one can be
prepared for those more relaxing nights with the family. Free.
1.30-3.30pm. Sinology Institute.

3 IncyWincy Mum and Infant Yoga

Ages 0-12 months. Oasis International Hospital is offering IncyWincy Yoga, which adapts Hatha yoga for mums and babies.
The yoga training is taught by an experienced yoga teacher.
IncyWincy Yoga aids infant sleep, digestion, assists muscle and
bone development and helps parents and babies bond. The
language of the event is English. RMB 150 for mom and baby,
RMB 300 for both parents and baby. 3-4pm. April 22 session will
be held at 4pm. OASIS International Hospital.

Wed, April 12
House of Knowledge
4 International Primary Curriculum Seminar
Adults. This interactive seminar with Mr. Neil MacRae, from
Fieldwork Education based in Singapore, looks at recent research in learning, and explores how the IPC (International
Primary Curriculum) can benefit your child, and how parents
can help support their child in learning at home and in school.
Free. 6-8.30pm. House of Knowledge. (events@hokschools.
com, 400 650 7747).
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Want your family-friendly event to appear
in our May issue?
Upload it at www.beijing-kids.com/events by April 10.

Thurs, April 13
Dulwich College Beijing Junior School Open House
Adults. Prospective parents can come and learn about DCB’s
Junior School Curriculum – A Day in the Life of a Junior School
Student. Attendees can expect to find out about the pastoral
care system and how DCB challenges and inspires its students.
Registration Required. Free. 9-11.30am. DCB. (Maggie.Jiang@
dulwich-beijing.cn, 6454 9068).

5

Fri, April 14

8 BSB, Shunyi Baby and Toddler Group on Fridays

6
Daystar Academy Open House

5 (Kindergarten through Middle School)

Ages 5+ Visit Daystar to learn more about its program for
Kindergarten, Elementary, and Middle School at its next Open
House. Free. 9am-2pm. Daystar Academy, Beigao Campus.
(jaw@daystarchina.cn, 186 0120 6155).

6 Hope International School Open House (K-12)
Adults. Prospective parents are invited to Hope International
School’s (HIS) Open House, to take a campus tour, meet parents, teachers, and students, and have a personal Q&A time.
Free. 9-11am. Hope International School. (kwan.sherry@hopeintlschool.org, 400 800 8781).

7 The 女 Economy Summit

Sat, April 15
Hyde Academy Tour with Administrative Principal
Adults. Join Administrative Prinicipal Jennifer Sachs and Admissions Director Lian Peng for an informative meeting and tour.
Free. 10-11.30am. Hyde Academy. (admissions@hyde-education.
com, 010 8046 7085).
Preview to Bilingual Education

9 with Daystar and Ivy Academies
Parents and kindergarteners. Daystar Academy is offering its
50/50 bilingual model for elementary students at its Sanlitun campus. Kindergarten students meanwhile will be able to enter Ivy
Academy’s all-English program. Book your spot at an Info Session
at the Intercontinental Hotel Beijing Sanlitun. Free. 10am-noon.
Daystar Academy (Sanlitun Campus). (8532 2500).

7
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9
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photo: Courtesy of daystar academy, hope international school, amcham china, and bsb shunyi

Adults. AmCham China and WEConnect International in China
have embarked upon a collaboration to showcase expert perspectives on women’s economic empowerment and the positive
impact of women’s leadership in the global economy. The 女
Economy Summit is looking to collaborate with leading women’s
organizations to provide a platform for sharing best practices in
developing women leadership and networking with likeminded
people from the media, non-profit organizations, and top businesses. RMB 1,500 (half day), RMB 2,000 (full day). 9am-7pm.
Renaissance Beijing Capital Hotel.

Ages 1-18 months. Families with little ones ages 1-18 months
can come to meet other expat families, enjoy playing with
age-appropriate toys, creating seasonal crafts, singing, actions
and lots more. Drinks and snacks provided. (Open to foreign
passport holders only). Free. 9-10.30am. BSB, Shunyi. RSVPs
can be sent to play@britishschool.org.cn (as spaces are limited).
(8047 3558).
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WAB High School Art Exhibition
Ages 10+. Western Academy of Beijing’s High School artists
are displaying their portfolio from years of work, as the campus
building transforms into an art gallery. Free. 2-4pm. Western
Academy of Beijing. (hsreception@wab.edu, 5986 5588).
Sun, Apr 16
10 Easter Brunch Buffet
All ages. Partake in Easter brunch with family and friends by
enjoying such items as roast marinated lamb leg, glazed ham,
Norwegian salmon, and carrot cake. There will be egg painting
and special treats for the kids and free flow wine and beer for
the adults. RMB 298+15% for everyone, an additional RMB
148+15% for free flow champagne. 8am-2.30pm. Chapter, 1/F
Conrad Beijing 29 Dongsanhuan Beilu. Chaoyang District.

11

photos: Courtesy of chapter and harrow international school beijing
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Tue, April 18
11 Harrow Beijing Art Exhibition
Ages 10+. Official opening of the GCSE and A Level Art Exhibition,
in the Art Department. The exhibition will remain on display until
April 21. Free. All day. Harrow International School Beijing.
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Thurs, April 20
12 Tea Brewing with That’s Mandarin
Ages 10+ That’s Mandarin is teaching about the development
and characteristics of tea, and also the secrets of its brewing
process. RMB 50. 7-9pm. That’s Mandarin. (info@thatsmandarin.
com, 5218 6432).

12
14

13

Thurs, April 20
INN Shunyi Coffee Morning at BSB, Shunyi
Adults. The British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB, Shunyi) is
hosting this months’ International Newcomers Network (INN)
Shunyi coffee morning. Join in for this great opportunity to
meet other newcomers and old-timers in the Shunyi area. Free.
10am-noon. BSB, Shunyi. (brenda.leung@britishschool.org.cn,
8047 3588).
13 American Boychoir Concert
All ages. 2017 is the first China tour of American Boychoir, it
is worthy of your wait! As an icon of American musical excellence, the Boychoir has been invited to sing for every sitting
U.S. President since John F. Kennedy. Touring frequently at
home and abroad as preeminent ambassadors, the American
Boychoir spreads messages of beauty and hope through outstanding musical achievement. RMB 180-580. 7.30-9.30pm.
Beijing Concert Hall.

Unity Day with Daystar and Ivy Academies
All ages. Join Daystar Academy and Ivy Schools as they celebrate their second annual Unity Day. Enjoy game booths, food
from Daystar’s sustainable food program and outside vendors,
music and entertainment, sports activities and much more. Free
entrance. 10am-3pm. Daystar Academy Beigao Campus. (jaw@
daystarchina.cn, 186 0120 6155).
BIBA & Roundabout Book Fair
Ages 6+ Beijing International Bilingual Academy (BIBA) in
partnership with Roundabout is hosting its annual book fair, a
charity book buying event to support Roundabout in the work
they do for children and those in marginalized communities. The
BIBA campus is located in Houshayu a few blocks to the north
of Shine Hills mall. Free. 10am-3pm. BIBA. (info@bibachina.
org, 8041 0390).
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Sat, April 22
14 3e Charity Community Day & Roundabout Book Fair
All ages. 3e International School and Roundabout welcome all to
attend the annual 3e Charity Community Day. Visit the event to
find bargain treasures and entertain the family with games and
activities. Families are invited to sell well maintained second-hand
goods: toys, books and other household items. Families and
vendors can book a table for RMB 100 (table fee will be donated
to Roundabout). Browse hundreds of books on sale at the Roundabout Book Fair section. Families can also bring along unwanted
items to donate directly to Roundabout. Free. 10am-noon. To
book a table please email: community@3einternationalschool.
org. 3e International School (6437 3344)
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MSB & Roundabout Book Fair
Ages 5+ Browse and buy at the enormous Roundabout Book
Fair at The International Montessori School of Beijing (MSB).
Thousands of gently used books will be on sale for prices starting as low as RMB 1. You’ll find fiction and non-fiction, books
for children and adults, dictionaries in English and Chinese, and
more. Free entry. 10am-3pm. MSB.

returns home to learn how to create many other objects on the
3D Roundhouse website (http://3droundhouse.com/). RMB 800
per family (1 child+1 adult). 10am-1pm. Beijing Kerry Center.
Sun, April 23
“Classic” Charity Fashion Show (BSB, Shunyi)
Ages 10+ This is a fashion show organized by the students at The
British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB, Shunyi). It includes two
fashion shows, with one showcasing and selling original designs
made by students. The ticket price also includes a mini-market
providing free food and drinks for the audience to enjoy. Profits
will all be donated to Project Seeway, a charity in Tanzania that
aids the education of local orphans. RMB 130 (non-VIP), RMB
260 (VIP). 5-7pm. (lzy82566903@126.com, 8047 3588). Tickets
can be purchased at https://yoopay.cn/event/65020172.
Fri, April 28
Multilingualism in Child Development:
What You Need to Know
For adults. 3e International School’s Tea Talk for April explores
how children learn in bilingual and multilingual settings, as well
as speech and language development. Presented by Mr. Milind
Sonawane, Speech-Language Pathologist and Beijing Therapy Director, LIH Olivia’s Place. Free. 9-10.30am. 3e International School
(email community@3einternationalschool.org to register).

photos: Courtesy of 3d roundhouse

15 Family 3D Printing Workshop
Ages 6+ In this workshop, parents and their kids are working
together to learn 3D modeling software to produce a physical
object, such as a small toy that can also be 3D printed. The
workshop provides a taste of what will happen when the family

Want your family-friendly event to appear
in our May issue?
Upload it at www.beijing-kids.com/events by April 10.
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SAY HELLO TO
BEIJING’S SMALLEST
Want to share your new arrival with our readers? Email a photo (at least 1MB in size) of your little one with their
full name, nationality, birth date, hospital, and parents’ names to editor@beijing-kids.com. Due to space constraints, we
will only publish photos of babies born in Beijing after August 1, 2016.
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on August 27
Algerian-German. Born
Ziani
bil
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to Maren
spital.
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Tenzin Khenze Jam

es

Nepali. Born on Decem
ber 30
to Jëan Philippe and Ten
zen Yewang
at China Japan Friends
hip Hospital.

Zooey Zhao Lewiso

n

American. Born on Au
gust 12
to Tobey and Zach Lew
ison
at Fuxing Hospital.

Talking shop LIVING

Cheesed to Meet You!
Satisfy your cheese cravings and do good
by Aliyah Phipps

W

e at beijingkids are very “cheesed” (sorry!) to introduce Yellow Valley Cheese (YVC), based in the village of Chenjinyi, in Yangqu County,
Shanxi Province. We met founder Marc de Ruiter at one of the city’s famous yearly Christmas bazaars and fell in love with the taste.

Get to know the Cheese
According to de Ruiter, YVC produces “natural artisan farmhouse
cheeses based on a Gouda cheese-making recipe. We use a traditional
recipe that has not changed in 100 years. We do not make any other
kinds as this is our specialty.” This specialty cheese comes in five different flavors: Original, Herbs de Provence, Onion with Garlic, Spicy
Italian and Cumin.
Yellow Valley Cheese experts are, de Ruiter says, “the only cheese
makers that produce ‘fair-trade’ natural, artisan farmhouse Gouda
cheese in China. No artificial ingredients or coloring like almost all
imported cheeses. I do not think one can find a cheese in China that
combines those four aspects: natural, artisan, fair-trade, and farmhouse
cheese into one.”
Buy a wheel, or three…
At Yellow Valley, prices range from about RMB 60-75 per piece depending on weight, flavor, and maturity. Aged cheese costs a bit more than
younger, original flavored cheeses. “People unfortunately compare
our prices with cheap industrial cheeses,” de Ruiter tells us. “However
there are no similar cheese imported into China that can match our
freshness.” YVC can only be bought online through Taobao, WeChat
shop, and their official webshop www.cheeseinchina.com. They do not
yet do package deals; however they are open to customer needs. For
example, de Ruiter says, “If someone wants to pre-pay for 10 cheeses
in a year or more, we can give them a considerable discount. They can
either tell us what they want each month, or they can let us surprise
them.” In addition, de Ruiter insists readers should try the cheese, and
so is willing to ship cheese for free anywhere in China in the month of
April if this article in beijingkids is mentioned.

photos: Courtesy of yellow valley cheese

Cheesy Origins
De Ruiter started his cheese brand in 2003 when there was a surplus
of milk in China. “I saw farmers lose money, and discouraged, throw
away their milk… when the milk crisis hit China in 2003, it was the

Spicy Italian is just one of five flavors

occasion for me to put these all together. [I wanted to] help those
farmers make good, natural cheeses, as well as to provide ‘cheese
hungry’ Westerners [with] excellent cheese.” YVC makes fresh cheese
every other day, and sells milk and yogurt locally to help market more
of the farmer’s milk.
Not only has YVC invested itself into helping farmers generate more
revenue, but it has also provided jobs within the local community. After
over 16 years of living in Chenjinyi, de Ruiter has been able to spend
lots of time at several villages and among the villagers and their families.
“The wives [of the farmers] often had lots of ‘spare’ time. Qing Qing,
our cheesemaker, never before had a job and was introduced to us by
a friend. I trained her and now she is responsible for the day-to-day
running of the farmhouse. She is very glad to have such a meaningful
and flexible job.” De Ruiter insists that farmers are his inspiration. “It
would be easier to import cheeses rather than make them in China,
but due to my goals to help small-scale dairy farmers, China seemed
like the right move.”
Service with a slice of cheese
De Ruiter is inspired everyday by what he describes as his “JudeoChristian background, which has created a desire to ‘serve the people’.
For me, making money for myself or pursuing my own career, has
never been interesting. I get a lot of joy and meaning out of helping
others.”
To learn more about the inspiring story behind Yellow Valley
Cheese visit www.yellowvalleycheese.com. For purchasing details
go to www.cheeseinchina.com.

YVC hires those who would not normally be considered for jobs
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LIVING MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL

I Am a Mother
and Speak for the
Mommies

What Does She Really Want for Mother’s Day?
by Pauline van Hasselt

M

other’s day is upon us, and moms near and far will
be bombarded with their kids’ art. Of course, there’ll
be brunches with the family, and some mothers will
get breakfast in bed, with chaos in the kitchen to show for
it. But is this what all mothers really want? Even though
I treasure my daughter’s art, I don’t want any more of it,
as she gives me around ten pieces a day. And do I really
want more mess in my kitchen?
I remember giving birth to our daughter. As I looked into
her crib in the hospital, I realized that I would never ever
be alone again. The hormones got the better of me, and I
was very dramatic. I thought I would never have time to
myself again. It scared me, and got me in a state of panic
that did not leave until she was a year old. Little did I know
that “never being alone again” was partly true. I was in
constant care mode, and the time I left her with Daddy, I
felt so much guilt. I also thought that I had to spend my
husband’s days off with the three of us, making the best
of family time. But soon I realized that I needed time for
myself to recharge, as keeping this small human alive was
more testing and tiring than anything I ever had done.
I started sacrificing family time for “me” time. I still felt
guilty, but I knew this was a solution for my problem of
never being alone. My husband would take the baby outside so I could rest, read a book, or rearrange the house.
Even then, I still did not find my former self until I started
working again.
I was at a book fair with my daughter and a childless
friend. I spent around 15 minutes browsing fast through
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the books, made my decision, paid and took my daughter
to the playground. My friend however stayed inside for
almost an hour. Initially I thought she left without saying
goodbye, but then it dawned on me that she has time,
she does not need to take care of a child. She can browse
without feeling guilty or looking around to see if her child
is destroying every book in sight. She has unlimited time
to immerse herself in the moment and enjoy what she is
doing. How I long to get back to just half a day of that!
Don’t get me wrong, I love my child but we mothers tend
to forget about ourselves.
I have asked around and clearly this is something lots
of mothers secretly desire. All mothers I talked to wanted
to spend some time just being in the moment: not feeling
guilty or coming back to a destroyed house. So what do
mothers really want? Some time off for ourselves without
the guilt nor the wrecked home.
Carnisa Berry, a life coach in Beijing, gave me a beautiful piece of advice, “As a mom, one of the best gifts you
can give your kids when you think you’ve made a mistake
is self-forgiveness. Feeling guilty will not make you a better parent, it will only create bitterness and resentment.
Forgiveness creates an environment of love and connection
for you and your children.”
So for you loving families, I have found a few venues
where husbands and kids can get gift cards, or make appointments to pamper mom, and added an ayi service just
in case you are not confident of keeping the home the way
it was when mother left.
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Model Material

Blow and Bar turns super mom into super model
Text by Pauline van Hasselt, photos by Uni You
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Bec Taylor shines with sass after her makeover
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B

ec Taylor moved to Beijing
from Bangladesh in 2009 when
she was 36 weeks pregnant
to be close to her family. Her mother,
father, brother, and sister-in-law are all
educators all living in Beijing. Taylor,
who came from Australia, is a family
woman and we have never met anybody who speaks with so much love
and admiration about their parents.
The close familial bond is what’s keeping Taylor’s family in Beijing, together with
great schools, where this family of educators
feels at home.
Taylor works as a librarian at Beanstalk International Bilingual
School (BIBS). She’s mother to a 7-year-old boy and 4-year-old girl,
and is passionate about childbirth and breastfeeding. Her enthusiasm
is tangible when we talked with her during her haircut. Her firstborn
was a caesarean birth, a difficult period for Taylor. She was determined
to get informed about childbirth, breastfeeding, and have a different

Step 1

Tan picks out a popping color
together with Taylor.

ep 2
StTan
cuts Taylor’s hair dry, to get
a feel of her hair and get rid of
some of the weight.

3
Step Hair
gets a popping color, the biggest change for Taylor.

Blow and Bar Daily 11am-10.30pm. Sanlitun, 3021, 3/F, 3.3
Shopping Mall, 33 Sanlitun Lu, Chaoyang District (5136 5432)
朝阳区三里屯路33号3.3大厦3层3021商铺

Indulge LIVING
second delivery. Her daughter’s birth was what she hoped it would
be, and healed her from her former experience. Taylor is a volunteer
breastfeeding counselor for La Leche League (LLL), helping mothers
in Beijing, and using her knowledge to empower women and mothers
around her.
Taylor has a simple daily makeup routine of sun screen, mineral
powder, mascara, and lipstick. As she’s always had blonde hair, we
were in for quite the change!
We start the relaxing afternoon at Blow and Bar with salon manager Angie Tan. She makes Taylor comfortable and picks out a color
together with her. Tan just moved from Singapore a few months ago
and is enjoying the diversity Beijing has to offer.
Taylor is up for anything, and after her makeover we have an outside
shoot. We are blown away by Taylor’s natural model poses – looks like
she can always make a career switch!
When Taylor comes home she surprises the kids. “You don’t look like
us anymore,” is their response, and husband needs some time to get
used to it. The reactions from friends are great: “You look ten years
younger!” Some friends and students at school don’t even recognize
her anymore.

Step 4

After a wash Taylor’s hair gets a very sharp cut, making her
friendly face accented even more.

p5
SteAfter
getting her makeup done Taylor shines like a top model.

Products used:
MAC False Lashes Extreme Black Mascara
MAC Brow Sculpt
MAC Lipstick Diva Matte
MAC Studio Sculpt Foundation
MAC Mineralize Skin Finish Natural Powder
MAC Blush Fleur Powder
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Tea for Two

Mother and daughter enjoy quality time and
afternoon tea at EAST Hotel Beijing
Text by Pauline van Hasselt, Photos by Uni You

20

Mom Angela
Im helps daughter
Gillespie with her lap napkin
beijingkids
2017 Isla
April

Dining Out DINING

“T

he British afternoon tea in China is a forgotten meal, which we should rediscover
and make popular again,” Tim Hunt, the
Executive Chef and Food and Beverage Director at
EAST Hotel, told me when I visited recently. I could
not agree more as I spent four years in London and
enjoyed many afternoon teas in hotels. It’s one of the
things that made me feel sophisticated and posh; the
afternoon tea in the English countryside is something
I think back of fondly.
Nowadays, afternoon tea is savored as a special
occasion, usually in a hotel. Food is served in a tiered
stand with a pot of tea, or even a glass of champagne.
But its history dates back to the 1800s, when the
wealthy classes in England started drinking tea in the
afternoon. A century later, afternoon tea developed
into its current form and was enjoyed by the upper
and middle classes.
Beijingkids decided to invite mother and daughter pair, Angela Im and Isla Gillespie, both BritishAmerican, to sample afternoon tea at Feast at East.
The family has been living full time in Beijing for two
years, and also lived in London on and off for 10
years. Nine-year-old Isla is homeschooled and has a
busy schedule of Chinese, Korean, math, history, and
violin classes. She enjoys playing outside and reading
the Bible with her mother.
Chef Hunt prepared a three-tiered afternoon tea
delight. The top tier consisted of scones with jam and
clotted cream while the next tier had sweet delights,
red velvet cupcake, strawberry cupcake, brownies,
and glasses with tiramisu inside. The third tier had
savory delights of three different buns with roast
beef, parmesan, and horseradish; with egg salad; and
with salmon salad. Gillespie felt especially prim as her
mother put the napkin in her lap, and she loved the
tiramisu, calling it her “favorite dessert.”
Hunt explained that he is always looking for new
high quality local produce supporting the development of local farms. He tries to source as much as
possible from local and certified organic suppliers,
and takes pride in the dishes he serves to his guests.
For the tea, Hunt said the hotel imports it from British
company Newby, which is part-owned by a charitable
foundation that funds educational projects in many
countries worldwide.
Mom and daughter were both pleased by the
tea and appreciated the treat. When asked if mothers should be taken to East for Mother’s Day, Im
responded, “Yes, I would love if my family brought
me here again for Mother’s Day!” That comment was
easy to believe since giggles and hums of delight
laced the afternoon. It’s a joy to be at East, as the
environment is hip and bubbly, and its servers make
you feel welcome.

Feast at EAST
Afternoon tea delights at Feast are priced at RMB
188. Prices are subject to 10 percent service charge
and 6 percent VAT on the total bill. Served daily at
2.30- 5.30pm. 2F, EAST Hotel Beijing, 22 Jiuxianqiao
Lu Chaoyang District 朝阳区酒仙桥路22号北京东隅酒
店2层
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Roasted Right

Antoine Mansuy cooks up Perch Fillet with Grains and
Roasted Peppers
Text by Vanessa Jencks, Photos by Dave’s Studio

A

ntoine Mansuy and his wife Maisy and son Gaston are considered community pillars in Yizhuang, Daxing in southern Beijing
because of the warm feel of their restaurants. The Roots, known for sourcing local quality vegetables and making European
home cooked food, started with a small location in the middle of the suburb then expanded with a larger location in the area’s
Sam’s shopping mall. Antoine helped form a resource group for expats in Yizhuang and uses his restaurant as a hub for food items
internationals miss, including potted herbs, honey, cheese, and wine. The expat community is relatively small in Yizhuang, but everyone knows Antoine and The Roots, by far the most popular date-night-choice in the area.
Passionate and humble about the food, he always goes around to each customer’s table to ask, “How was your food today?”
Thus, he has won over the hearts of many customers, both Chinese and foreign. Though little Gaston couldn’t join in the cooking,
we couldn’t pass up the chance to honor his dad for his contribution to the community. Mansuy chose a dish that was easy to accomplish using home equipment, but explosive in flavor. He picked four elements for the dish that complement one another, bringing
dimensions of sour, sweet, fatty, and salty.
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The Mansuy
family founded
two April
restaurants that bring the community together
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Food for Thought DINING

Ingredients
• Perch fillet
needs olive oil, pepper, fennel, lemon juice, thyme
• Brown grains (燕麦)
needs butter
• Mayonnaise
yolk of an egg, Dijon mustard, salt, pepper, oil, herbs
• 2 bell peppers, red and yellow best

Perch Fillet

Peppers

Mayonnaise

1 - Prep work: marinate the fillet in fennel, lemon juice, fresh thyme, and quality
olive oil a couple of hours before you make
the meal. “Fish is a fragile meat and you can’t
afford to let it sit for long,” Mansuy said.

1 – Wash peppers, dry, then place directly
on an open flame. Rotate every few minutes.
Roast for a total of 15 to 20 minutes.

1 – Crack open an egg and throw out the
white, mix with Dijon mustard, salt, pepper,
and lemon oil.

2 – After you make the grains, mayonnaise,
and peppers, put oil in the skillet on medium
to hot temperature. Put skin down first, three
to four minutes until the whiteness starts to
climb along the fillet, then flip. Once cooked,
plate with the rest of the ingredients.

2 – Wrap the blackened peppers in aluminum foil or plastic wrap to let the steam
loosen the skin. Once cooled, wash the
peppers in water to take off the blackened
skin.

Brown Grains (燕麦)
Boil grains in water and butter for 30
minutes to 40 minutes. Add season and
pepper to taste when finished.

3 – Cut out parts not wanted, chop the
peppers, then place on the plate.

2 – Slowly pour in olive oil (or sunflower
seed oil) and mix in one direction. Too much
oil will throw off the emulsion.

3 – Add herbs and plate the dish.
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Bike Repair, One Shoot at a Time
When building bikes means getting closer to nature.
by Annie Wang

P

andas and bikes have something in common these days – bamboo. However, while you won’t find a panda riding a bicycle, you
may just find bamboo on your next ride. Bamboo Bikes Beijing
(BBB) is a community-driven social enterprise that “strives to empower
[the] local community to take ownership over their mobility and environment.” They seek to do this, “through shared tangible action and
creation in [their] workshop spaces.” Currently, the team works out
of what used to be a former mah-jong workshop in a hutong near
Beijing’s Drum Tower.

Biking with Purpose
In the 1990’s one couldn’t encounter a Beijing street without finding a
sea of commuters on their bicycles. As China has developed economically, car ownership has boomed, becoming a symbol of high social
status and wealth. By 2015, there were over five million cars in Beijing,
an increase which also meant heavy burdens on the city’s air quality
and traffic infrastructure. Through the cloud of car exhaust, David
Wang, founder of BBB, saw a need for cycling. Wherever he went in
Beijing, there were abandoned bicycles lying in piles and, over time,
Wang began to rebuild them.
Part of BBB’s purpose is to help people become more passionate
about cycling and bicycles. Wang started BBB in 2013 after a stint of
fixing the old, rusted bikes that littered Beijing, and in 2014 raised
money through a Kickstarter campaign. After realizing that the frames
of found bikes were unsalvageable due to rust or other wear and tear,
Wang started using bamboo to replace degraded parts. One bicycle
that he found was particularly corroded and so in order to save it,
Wang created a new frame out of bamboo and rebuilt the bike. After
months of research, contacting factories and experts, and experimenting with different techniques, he found a way to build a working,
bamboo-framed bicycle.
Later in 2013, Wang applied for a grant in Taiwan, one of the largest producers of bamboo, and visited in order to find out more about
the properties and uses of bamboo. He learned about the different
techniques for shaping bamboo, how to use it in building, the types
of bamboo he should be building with, and the material’s varying
properties. Since its founding, Bamboo Bicycles has grown and spread
around the globe with locations in Beijing, Shanghai, and Boston.
The organization has also run bike-building workshops in various
places in China as well as in Laos, Ethiopia, Denver, and Boston.
So far, BBB has helped customers and volunteers build over 200
bamboo bikes.

According to Luo, volunteers are
welcome to do more of “what
makes them forget about time.”
photoS: courtesy of Mowgli Luo
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Day Tripper PLAYING

photos: courtesy of Mowgli Luo

Volunteering in Beijing
BBB is open to volunteers every weekend but also throughout the week
as long as they tell BBB ahead of time. Mowgli Luo, BBB’s Workshop
Manager and Lead Mechanic, says that volunteers can stay as long or
little as they please during their shifts but that builders should arrive by
9am on start day. During the weekends, volunteers can help customers and other participants build bamboo bikes or work on their own
projects. Attending bike workshops does not require much preparation
and all Luo recommends is that volunteers wear clothes that they
don’t mind getting dirty and maybe bring some music to share with
the group. BBB welcomes people of all ages with the only constraints
being that they must be “old enough to handle themselves, but young
enough to have fun [with the crew and participants].”
Volunteers can help build bamboo bicycles during the weekends
and all bikes can be built over the course of two days. For individuals
that would like to build their bamboo bikes in one weekend without
volunteering, the cost is RMB 2,000 total. The team and volunteers
will help teach the bike builder how to complete their masterpiece over
the course of two days. On the other hand, individuals interested in
subsidizing the cost of a bamboo bike have the option of volunteering
for eight days and only paying for the cost of bike parts. For volunteers
who take this opportunity, the lowest price for building a bike stands at
roughly RMB 700. After building their bikes, or even without building
their own, some volunteers choose to stay on long-term.
The weekend bike-construction project is broken down into two
parts: (1) shaping your bamboo frame, and (2) making the frame
strong. The first day includes builders picking out the pieces for their
frame and lightly tacking the pieces together. On day two, customers
and volunteers work together to wrap the joints of the bamboo frame
in carbon fiber and fiberglass to ensure that the bike holds together.
The project is finished off by adjoining the brace, bridge, and other
bike pieces to the bamboo frame.
BBB as an organization operates in a casual manner. According to
Luo, volunteers are welcome to do more of “what makes them forget
about time.” Luo says that longer-term volunteers have also been
involved in organizing events such as bike rides, or traveling with BBB
to staff exhibition booths in Beijing and in other places in China to

Mowgli during a marathon where he used his bamboo bike

educate the public about BBB. Mowgli himself used a bamboo bike to
complete a week-long bike race in Yunnan. Noah Lerner, a volunteer
for BBB since the fall of 2016, describes BBB as a type of family and
that once part of the group, it’s not uncommon to go out for dinners
or attend events with other members.
Some volunteers have also helped to teach bike building tutorials
at schools in Beijing. Lerner has also been a regular volunteer workshop instructor at a local Beijing middle school. Lerner has guided
students at Chinese public schools and helped them earn credit for
their experiential learning courses. On the weekends that he teaches,
Lerner shows students how to assemble bamboo bikes, spreading the
love of cycling and handiwork for which BBB is known. Lerner also
mentioned families with kids have visited BBB and built bikes together.
One child didn’t even know how to ride a bike, yet diligently spent the
day learning to build a bike alongside his father.
As China continues to grow and cars pile onto the streets, BBB hopes
to increase awareness of sustainable biking options. Maybe one day
rather than a sea of cars, Beijing roads may be packed with bamboo
bikes and their riders.

Bamboo Bikes Beijing
26 Langjia Hutong, Dongcheng District, Beijing
Monday-Friday 10am-6pm, Weekend Workshops 9am-7pm
(info@bamboobicyclesbj.com, Mowgli’s WeChat: himowgli)
北京市东城区郎家胡同26号

Members of the Bamboo Bikes team during a build
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Loving Nature with
Animal Cups
SIBS shows how to mold creativity and
environmental awareness together
Text by Andy Penafuerte III, Photos by Uni You
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Maker's
MAKER'S Corner
CORNER PLAYING

W

hen we visited Springboard International Bilingual School (SIBS) in Shunyi, the spring sun gave warmth that made everyone in the
school cheery and lively. We saw that in Noah, a Grade 3 student, as we began making this easy-to-make clay craft with art teacher
Joe Qiao. She said the craft, which makes use of recycled throw-away bottle jars and cups, mixes creativity and awareness of environmental conservation and wildlife protection for young kids. Noah enjoyed every step, and even surprised us with his finished product.

Estimated time
45 minutes to 1 hour
Suitable for
Kids 5+
Materials
One pack of assorted clay
Used cup or jar

Instructions

1

4

Select a clay color then put it on the
surface of the used cup or jar. Roll the
clay-covered cup or jar to make sure
the clay is spread equally.

Make animal limbs using the samecolored clay. Roll the clay strips and
then put on the side of the head,
then just above the bottom of the
cup or jar.

2

5

Choose another clay color that will
make your chosen animal’s head. In
this case, Noah rubbed brown clay into
a ball to make a little teddy bear head.
Use other colors to create the eyes,
mouth, nose, and other parts.

The cup is done! You can also put other
designs, just like what Noah did: a
Super Teddy Bear. Just leave the craft
under the sun for 30 min so that the
clay will harden.

3

Once the clay head is complete, put
it on top of the cup or jar.

6

(Optional) The cup can also be a pen
holder or a flower vase.
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Shining Community Stars
The students and teachers making a difference
in school communities
by Andrew Killeen and Vanessa Jencks
For this issue, we reached out to schools in Beijing to ask who was making an impact on their school communities. Our terms were loose, as
we were curious about individuals who made a difference in leadership, community, and charity. We don’t feel like someone necessarily has to
contribute to charity to be a community star, as sometimes a great, reliable friend in a school community can make just as much of an impact.
Each of these stories is special, and we’re so proud to have had the chance to talk with these students and teachers.
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schooled LEARNING

Leadership
Tony Liang
Year 13, Dulwich College Beijing
Nominated for starting a community project to teach music to migrant children
And it wasn’t only the students who helped out. “The project also
involved a great number of our staff members. We have had nearly
30 senior school teachers going with us to the migrant school over the
past year. The project doesn’t have a permanent teacher supervisor on
trips, which turned out to be a good thing. It meant that teachers could
choose to supervise our trips in accordance to their own schedules,
free from the long-term commitment. Each and every one is happy to
go on more trips with us for all the fun they had the first time!”
Combining creativity and fun with helping out in the community,
Project Nightingale promises to keep flying long after Liang has moved
on to his next challenge. But it’s down to this Shining Star’s hard work
and enthusiasm that it got off the ground in the first place.

Tony Liang

When Tony Liang set up a community music project as part of his
studies, he didn’t expect it would become a self-sustaining success
story, with over 50 students involved. But Project Nightingale has really taken wing.
Liang is studying for the International Baccalaureate (IB) at Dulwich College Beijing (DCB), which requires students to take part in
Creativity, Activity, Service (CAS) projects. He saw an opportunity to
share his love of music with the less fortunate children of neighboring
communities.

photos: courtesy of DCB and MCF (other page)

“I founded Project Nightingale in the beginning of Year 12,” Liang
told us. “We identified that children in migrant schools have much less
opportunity to interact with music and experience the joy music has
brought to us. We started going to a migrant school in Tongzhou and
taught music every Saturday.”

Liang and other volunteers teach music to migrant children

What began as a requirement rapidly became a real pleasure, and
not just for Liang himself. “Soon, the project became very popular in
the school,” he said, “as our students were given the opportunity to
not only stand in front of classrooms and lead music lessons, but we
were also able to busk in Dulwich to raise money for instruments we
use to teach the children. The time we spent with children during midlesson breaks and performing with them at Migrant Children Foundation
(MCF) Christmas charity event allowed us to actually connect with the
children we taught. Going to the migrant school on Saturday mornings
became the best way to start our weekends.”
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Alex and Betty
Year 10 Students, Keystone Academy
Nominated for writing, directing, and organizing the first student-led Chinese language drama
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Though there was excitement and dedication, since this was a
student-led drama, they still had to handle unexpected issues. “At the
last minute, soldiers suddenly said they had to drop out because of
math exams, so I had to go from one dorm room to the next to try
and find replacements,” Alex said.
Of course, though they organized and encouraged others in their
roles, they wanted to add they couldn’t have done this alone. “Both
Ms. Pai and Ms. Lee helped us so much, especially in analyzing Wu
Kong’s biography, and it was a group of us, about four other students,
who really took on this project to organize the drama,” Alex said.
Betty added, “They gave us the right spirit to never give up and to
continue even when were having difficulties.”
	Readers can see this drama at Keystone on April 21-22 at 6.30pm.
RMB 50 (adults), RMB 20 (children 12 and under). Visit www.keystoneacademy.cn to purchase tickets.

Alex (top left) poses with other members of the Wu Kong cast

photo: courtesy of Keystone academy

One of Keystone Academy’s foundations is valuing and expressing
Chinese culture. Perhaps to some, that might not seem hard to do,
as the school is situated in the capital of the country. But in fact, elements of traditional Chinese culture in Beijing erode or change with
each hutong that’s brought down and mall that springs up. Though
modernization isn’t necessarily negative, even foreign parents typically
desire that children have a strong understanding of their own root
culture and family.
That’s why when Mrs. Pai suggested that students take on the
project of producing a play about Wu Kong in Chinese, Alex and Betty
were excited about the opportunity. “It took me three months to construct the script from the biography,” Alex said. “When we told other
students about what we were doing, they were so excited. Wu Kong
is the Monkey King, who is a childhood hero of most Chinese kids.”
“We also think it’s a great way to show foreign teachers and students important aspects of Chinese culture,” Alex added. But this play
was about more than just culture. Alex explained: “We’re not children
anymore, and through this play we put forth our thoughts about life,
this world, and the characteristics of humans. The five main characters
in the play explore five basic principles: freedom, love, loyalty, belief,
and empathy.”
They thought carefully about the emotions expressed by each
character. They both stressed the necessity of the audience grasping
these emotions to understand the crux of the drama. But this necessity
became a source of conflict in leading and organizing the drama.
“In reflection of planning for this play, I saw that I was angry and
quite stubborn,” Alex said.
“In one specific situation, one actor and I argued for nearly three
months about the emotion of one specific character. We saw that this
was inefficient. Finally we had a compromise that I would direct the
final emotion of the characters, but that they would have control over
the management of the stage, where the actors would stand on stage
during the play.”
“We needed to collaborate,” Betty said, “and for me, I learned that
my weakness was being too emotional. I needed to be very organized
to get the stage in the way it should be, but sometimes I was frustrated
when actors didn’t take rehearsals seriously. So I encouraged them to
pretend that the audience is always watching.”
Betty told them, “Maybe we are not professionals, but at least we
can have a professional attitude. We should pretend that every time
we’re on the stage at all times.”
But their professional attitude is apparent. “I cut my hair to look
like a monk so that the feeling was clear,” Alex said. “It was longer
and curlier. In film, someone could put on stage makeup and it would
look fine, but that won’t look real on stage. So I cut it to express the
right feeling.”

schooled LEARNING

Stephanie An

Catherine Ma

Grade 5, Beijing International Bilingual Academy
Nominated for leadership and shaping student
council

Grade 5, The International Montessori School of
Beijing
Nominated for publishing a book

photos: Uni You (stephanie an), courtesy of MSB (catherine ma)

Stephanie An encourages other students to have confidence.

For Stephanie An, president of the Elementary Student Council at
Beijing International Bilingual Academy (BIBA), leadership comes
easily. An helped shape the group and start projects, which included
presenting in Chinese and English in front of crowds of over 200
parents at BIBA’s open days. She is willing to take on leadership roles
but doesn’t equate that to being in the spotlight for her own sake.
James Helbringer, Elementary Principal at BIBA, said of her, “She is well
respected among staff and her peers and the Grade 3 and 4 students
in her building look up to her as a leader.”
An is an all-star talented student, having qualified in Johns Hopkins
University’s CTY Talent Search in both Math and Verbal Reasoning, being
passionate about art (we saw one of her meticulously drawn posters
while with her – it was impressive), writing, IT, science, literature,
Taekwondo, and charity. But leadership isn’t complicated to her. “I
think I am a leader naturally. I just took up the position of a leader. I
hear what others have to say, contribute, and organize. Everyone can
be a leader.”
An says parents and teachers are incredibly supportive in what she
does, and through the experience of student council and their support, she’s grown as a leader. She said it was important to “hear other
people’s opinions because everyone has different opinions and views
of life.” Once she got those opinions, she would “face the facts” and
decide “which opinion is best, which doesn’t have supportive ideas.”
While on student council, her favorite project was a lemonade
stand where they raised RMB 4,000 and bought books to give to
migrant children schools. Giving the books to the children personally
was a memorable experience for her. To get the opportunity to be on
student council, she said, “Work hard on your application. It’s plenty
easy to get it in. Write out your feelings and go for it.”

Not many can imagine having their first book published at the age
of 9 – and that book being in two languages! But that’s the amazing
achievement of Catherine Ma.
When we met, Ma explained her book’s imaginative title, “Greedy
Eyes is a monster. I thought that maybe your eyes could be greedy
like your mouth.”
We asked Ma how her book had come to be published.
“Mom gave my writing to this book publisher and he really liked
it, so he wanted to publish a book,” she told me.
But if finding a publisher was easy, getting the book finished proved
to be more of a challenge. “Before I published the book I thought it
was easy to write a book and only takes a few days,” Ma said, “but
I found it’s really hard. It took nearly a year.” Though at times of inspiration, she had fun, her mother helped her stay on track. “If I was
eating a bowl of noodles my mom would say, ‘Why don’t you write
about eating a bowl of noodles?’” She modestly acknowledged the help
she received from her parents, teachers,and friends. But her talents
are considerable, as she provided all the illustrations and translations.
“I published it for people who don’t know English, so they can
learn,” she told us. “My first language is Chinese, but I’ve been learning English since starting at MSB in nursery.”
Ma also donated copies for the school to sell to raise money for
field trips. And she’s inspired others around her; the school library now
has a section called “MSB Authors” full of books written by students.
We asked her what advice she would give to other young writers.
“Read more,” she said decisively. “I read a lot and got lots of ideas
from the books I read, of different ways to write.”
Of the future she said she wants to be a writer. “I’m writing a fiction story but I’ve only just started it. It’s about a girl that has powers
and she can control things with her eyes.” You can get hold of a copy
of Greedy Eyes, her debut work, before she becomes famous via www.
amazon.cn.

Catherine Ma with her published book
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Community
Brian Branks
Beijing International Bilingual Academy
Nominated for being a student advocate

Brian Branks (middle) finishes up a meeting with two Year 12 students
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long. We’re a really awesome team; I wouldn’t want it to be forgotten
that there is a whole crew working together on these kids.”
Branks hopes that the student support team will help students
grow, that they’ll be supported in every way possible throughout the
BIBA community. When asked why he started the team, he explained,
“The teacher-student relationship must be taken seriously. The relationships have to be built, otherwise the students aren’t going to learn.
A lot of times students feel that they have no voice. Nobody listens
to them. But I do care.” He continued, “Their opinions are heard and
their opinions matter.”
Based on this, the student support team comes with the mindset
that “every child doesn’t walk in the classroom in the same way. It’s not
a cookie cutter team.” The support team makes sure that differentiation
is happening, and doesn’t make assumptions about the cause of poor
performance. The team also is sure not to ignore students who are
performing at high levels. Branks pointed out that often times students
seem to have it all together, but one incident can make them stumble
off a path. “We’re there to set them back on the path, because once
they’re off, it’s hard to dig out of that.”
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When ELA Department Coordinator Brian Branks started the student
support team at Beijing International Bilingual Academy (BIBA), it was a
natural development of his strong relationship with his students. Branks
came to Beijing four years ago, and immediately students became an
extension of his family.
“My own family hadn’t yet joined me, and so my students were
my family. They knew the story and knew why they weren’t here,
yet.” Originally from Orlando, Florida, US, Branks explained his third
child was on the way when he headed east. Now at the eve of BIBA’s
inaugural graduating class, Branks is excited for his students to take
the next step of their journey, but is understandably emotional. Of the
twelve students graduating, Branks has taught eight and most of them
have been with him three of the four years.
His students are the top reason he stays at BIBA, commuting from
the center of the city where his family is based, and keeping a level
head in the class. “My number one priority is my classroom. Whatever
is happening outside of the classroom, I don’t want it to impact my
students.” The second reason, he said, is the staff. When explaining
the student support team Branks emphasized, “It’s a team effort. I
can’t take all the credit. [Students] are not in my classroom all day

schooled LEARNING

Elaine Kinlough
The International Montessori School of Beijing
Nominated for organizing a running club

photo: courtesy of MSB

“Walk don’t run!” is a phrase teachers often use. But Elaine Kinlough,
Lead Teacher for Grade 5 and 6 and Academic Head of Elementary The
International Montessori School of Beijing (MSB), is actively encouraging her students to run. She founded MSB Runners, which attracts
around twenty students to its Wednesday morning sessions, and has
raised money for several charities including The Maasai Girl’s Education
Project and Migrant Children’s Foundation through fun runs.We asked
what motivated her to start the group.
“Basically I started the group because I’m a runner, and I wanted
to spread the love of running to the students. I started out running
marathons and road races. But everybody was too focused on their
times, and where they finished. So I took up ultra-trail running. The
focus there is on nature; it’s more social, more of a community. For
me it’s my meditation. All my thinking is done when I run.”
Kinlough runs astonishing distances in ultra-trail races: 50km, or
even 100km. And some of her students are beginning to get a taste
for longer runs too.
“There are a couple of children who are really keen and eager.
Every Friday morning six or seven children run a 5km loop before
school. They’re fast too; they all run it in under 30 minutes.”
Most of the runners though join in a gentler and more sociable one
or two kilometers, where Kinlough teaches them running technique.

But community is more important than competition.
“A lot of parents have started to join in too… and some dogs!”
Kinlough told me. “Some alums come back to run. It’s created a real
community in the morning time. One parent told me it gives him an
opportunity to bond with his son.”
	Running might be the simplest and most accessible of all sports,
Kinlough said. “There’s no barrier to entry, no special equipment
needed. You just put your trainers on and show up to school early.”
Despite that 7am start, the students are genuinely enthusiastic. “None
of the children are ever pressured,” Kinlough said, “it’s a real want that’s
coming from them. In fact they pester me to make sure the group
keeps meeting. For a couple of children it’s really made a difference,
the realization that running is important for them. They will go on to
be very good runners and have a love of running.”
Currently the runs are open to children in Grades 4 to 6, but Kinlough said she “would love to bring it down to the lower grades.”
“So many parents come to me and say ‘my children want to run,
they see the older children run.’ I’m working with the Student Council
to have a monthly Friday morning run, and open it to the whole school
community, students, teachers, and parents.
“It’s a great feeling when we see families running together.”

Elaine Kinlough (top left) poses with the MSN runners at the school gate
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Sharee Hebert
Yew Chung International School of Beijing
Nominated for bringing students together through knitting
You may have heard the phrase “a close-knit community,” but for Sharee
Hebert, Secondary Math Teacher at Yew Chung International School
of Beijing (YCIS Beijing), it’s the ancient and noble art of knitting itself
that brings people together, in the school and the wider community.
Aside from teaching, Hebert also runs a lunchtime knitting group.
“I used to sit at lunchtime and knit in my classroom,” she told us. “My
homeroom students would come in and say ‘What are you making?’
The girls were really interested – and some boys too! They asked me
to offer it as a lunchtime activity. It was such a success we offered it
again this year, and had to run a second day, we had so much interest.”
For Hebert, knitting was a way to find friends in a new city. “I started
knitting in 2009. I find it relaxing, and it’s good to have something to
occupy your hands. But it’s also a good way to get to know people.
When I moved to Beijing I joined a knitting group that had just got
started. Through that I met people from all round the world. At one
meeting there were fourteen people, all from different countries! Knitting is a common bond that brings people together.”
The school group also helps to build community. “It works well as
a lunchtime activity, because we can eat and knit together,” Hebert
said. “A few girls have gotten more advanced and are able to help
the other children. It’s a great way for older students to get to know
younger students. For one boy, it became a bonding activity for him
and his mom. He was struggling with his project, and his mom was
able to help.
“We use a fleece type yarn to make scarves which we can sell for
charity. It’s an easy yarn, and an easy project. Last year we donated
over RMB 1,100 to Bethel, the charity of choice for the YCIS Christmas
Bazaar.”
But the students themselves benefit from knitting, Hebert said.
“They’re not only learning a new skill, they get the satisfaction of
creating something. There’s a sense of pride when you put on a scarf
or hat you’ve made yourself.
“Last year a couple of hats were sold that the students made,
and I see a boy around the school wearing one of those hats. Every
time the girl who made it sees him wearing it she feels a sense of
accomplishment.”
To find out more about the knitting group visit their website, www.
beijingguild.com.

Sharee Hebert knitting with a student
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The knitters made scarves to raise money for charity at Christmas
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Charity
Rosabelle Tang and Adeline Koh

photo: courtesy of House of Knowledge

House of Knowledge
Nominated for giving up their free time to serve children with disabilities
Many young people from Beijing’s international community are
involved in doing fantastic work for those less privileged. But at just 6
years old, Rosabelle Tang is perhaps the youngest of them all. So it’s
not surprising that House of Knowledge nominated both her and her
mother Adeline Koh, a teacher at the school.
“I do orphanage and we help the people,” Rosabelle told me when
we met. Mom takes up the story.
“It’s a Christian foundation, a couple who take in children who
have been disowned by their parents because of their disabilities.”
“En Dian cannot walk,” Rosabelle says. “We help her to the playground, and we play with her. And we need to help Rood walk because
she can’t see in front of her.”
Mom explained that Rood is blind, and the other children have a
range of mental and physical disabilities.
“Ai Le is deaf, but she can draw, she has amazing artistic ability.
And Da Wei has mental disorders, he’s very shy, but he tries to come
out and take part.”
	Rosabelle is matter-of-fact about the children’s disabilities, but Koh
found it challenging at first.
“We heard about the orphanage from a friend at church. We did
charity work back in Canada, so we offered to help out. We were
warned there would be some children that not everybody will be able
to accept. We said ‘don’t worry’ and we went there – but it was still a
shock. Not everybody can handle it. I’ve seen quite a few people who
go and just stand there and cry. But they’re just kids, they just want
to play with you.”
Most of the children were born with disabilities, but one child’s
story is particularly shocking.
“Peter had battery acid thrown at him. A neighborhood kid got angry with him, went to his father’s workshop and got hold of some acid.
Peter’s mom disowned him after because she just couldn’t cope.”
They’re raising money for Peter’s surgery, but mostly the children don’t
need donations, they need personal time and attention.
“They’re well looked after,” Koh said. “They already have toys and
clothes.”
“And fruits, like watermelon,” Rosabelle added.
“Rosabelle took her school friends once,” Koh explained, “and her
school friend’s mom wanted to buy them fruit. We told her we already
have fruit; they eat organic food, they have a garden in their back yard.
They don’t need much, they just want someone to play with them.”
Because they’re homeschooled, and because of their physical
needs, help for them to get outside is particularly valuable, Koh told
me.
“If the weather’s nice we go to the playground. I go to teach them
English nursery rhymes, songs, and games. They love it!”
“Their favorite songs are ‘Five Green Speckled Frogs’ and ‘Zoom
Zoom’,” Rosabelle said.
“The biggest challenge is making time to get there,” Koh said. “We

feel like we’re so busy but we always make time. We try for every two
weeks, and we go sometimes at lunchtime.”
Despite the challenges, mother and daughter have maintained a
long-term commitment, and have been helping out at the orphanage
for almost two years. The whole family is involved too: not only dad
Shamus and little brother Lucas (age 4), but also their cousins Isabelle
and Annabelle. And there are rewards as well as challenges.
“We get to know people, and make friends,” Koh said. “We’ve got
lots of really nice memories. I enjoy singing songs with the children
because they’re so excited! It’s nice to see them smile.”
To contribute to the fund for Peter’s surgery, scan the QR code below.

Rosabelle helps the children with mobility problems
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Tamika Sankar

Colleen Usher

Year 13, British School of Beijing, Shunyi
Nominated for a life marked by empathy, service, and leadership

British School of Beijing, Shunyi
Nominated for inspiring students to serve

Tamika Sankar has been volunteering for charities for half her life,
since she was 8 or 9 years old. “My dad created the opportunities
for me and my sister. It started with one weekend to Sun Village. We
weren’t pressured to go.” Eventually Sankar would make this a passion
of her own, involving her friends. Over the years, much of her time
was given at Blue Sky Orphanage. She chooses to regularly help the
children here and others in need because “they didn’t choose where
they were born.”
Through these experiences, her view of charity has become mature,
and she is not a supporter of the type of charity that’s meant for one
time as an “obligation.” She sees this mindset negatively impacting
children at Blue Sky Orphanage. “It’s important not to spoil them. I
see volunteers coming in and giving them toys and being overly sympathetic toward them, but then never come again. They can become
dependent on that giving and used to it. Volunteering with them is like
maintaining a friendship. They’re not extendible.” Sankar became quite
proud of the children because over time of seeing these relationships
that had no depth, the children stopped warming up to first time visitors so quickly.
“We don’t always think about what they need, because we don’t
ask them.” Sankar felt uneasy about a trip that was taken with a large
group when the money on flights could have been saved and used
in a better way. “It’s quite selfish in some ways; in some ways it’s
meant to make us feel good.” She has taken this approach to heart
in how she helps Blue Sky Orphanage, raising money for surgery for
some of the children. “Often we also need to look at the root cause
of problems. Why are these children orphans? Some are abandoned
because of mental and physical disabilities. This is not an often talked
about topic, especially in China.”
And how does she manage this passion, a social life, drama, and
academics with the IB program, we wondered? “I do try my best. But
grades are not everything. We underestimate the character of people.
The only legacy you have will be in the lives of the people you’ve
touched.”
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CAS Coordinator at BSB, Shunyi Colleen Usher hasn’t always been
a teacher, nor was she always passionate about service. “I came to
serve a bit later in life.” Originally starting her teaching career in the
UK in 2006 in public school education, she came to BSB, Shunyi on a
journey to be able to fund her own personal charity endeavor, setting
sights on volunteer teaching in Haiti.
	Usher started to serve well before she was appointed the CAS
Coordinator, helping students in an array of charity events throughout
the three years before her appointment. When asked why she serves
more than what her contract expects, she said she enjoys working
with children of all backgrounds, “because they’re our future.”
She has found that students at BSB, Shunyi are willing to take on
anything she throws at them. Usher pointed out that many students
who have come from affluent backgrounds have never done hard
physical labor, but in the project to bring smokeless stoves to the most
needy of families in Tanzania, students took on the challenge. “I was
quite proud of them for taking it head on and seeing a different type
of achievement [other than academic]. It was quite eye-opening for
a few of them who hadn’t seen such poverty.”
Through charities based in China, the benefit is both ways. “When
we volunteer at migrant children schools, students with Chinese
heritage are able to connect. It’s this moment where they both see,
‘Hey, this person is just like me, just in different circumstances.’ The
migrant child is able to see there is this opportunity to be in better
circumstances if he pushes for it, and for students at BSB, Shunyi, it
supports this idea of helping because we’re all one family, not ‘us and
them’.”
Usher helps develop CAS projects that are either directly benefiting
education or completely self-sustainable. When looking at the project
to bring smokeless stoves to the needy of Tanzania, sustainability was
the goal of Usher and the students involved. They originally looked at
buying stoves, but it would have been too expensive and “a bit like
an air drop then walking away.”
Instead, the stoves they built became reproducible. “The NGO
[Seeway] we worked with went back into the villages where we built the
stoves and said others from different villages had come and thought,
“We can do this.” And so went and built their own.”
	Usher continues to help students lead initiatives in Tanzania, like
collecting soccer kits (Tanzania requires teams in every school, but
many are without proper equipment), and backpacks equipped with
protractors, compasses, and notebooks.
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Tamika Sankar

Colleen Usher with supplies
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Putting Things Right
The power of restorative justice
by Vanessa Jencks
Sometimes school counseling programs or afterschool detentions use community service as a way to discipline students
who have broken rules or acted below the standard expectations of the school microcosm. We asked Holly Poppell, K-12
school counselor at Daystar Academy about this, which prompted her to tell us about restorative justice.
What is restorative justice?
The goal of restorative justice is a positive resolution and restoration
of a relationship. This gives children a chance to deal with any shame
they may feel for having hurt someone either physically or emotionally.
Using this process you get the “victim” and the “person who hurt the
victim” together. Each has a chance to tell their side of the story and
a trained facilitator uses a fairly scripted set of questions to help this
along. Each tells what they were thinking or feeling when the incident
happened, and what they have thought about since. The “victim” talks
about what they want to have happen to make the relationship right
again, and the other person or persons talk about what they are willing
to do to make the relationship right. They have a chance to offer real
remorse in response to hearing what the other person experienced.
When are restorative practices best used and why are they a
better option than community service as discipline?
Unless there is a seriously dangerous situation, or bullying is occurring (which makes restorative dialogue tricky because of the power
differential inherent in bullying), restorative dialogue can be used in
many situations. I prefer restorative practices to community service,
as the person who has been wronged receives a restoration that is
meaningful to them, which helps them move on from the hurt. If I steal
something from you and have to sweep the walkway, that doesn’t help
you. If I steal something from you and I have to replace it and make
things up to you in some way, you are able to feel better because what
is important to you is being directly addressed.

photos: courtesy of Holly poppell

Does restorative justice have to be initiated by an adult or
could students go through this process?
Ideally, older kids could be trained to act as facilitators. In the beginning, though, it’s best to use adult facilitators until kids become more
used to the process. That being said, I have heard kids use the process
independent of adults, asking each other “what were you thinking at
the time?” or “how can you make things right?” I think it’s great when
they begin to internalize the process and make it their own, becoming
another tool.
Why do some say this process “lets kids off the hook?”
The goal of the process is not punishment, but to help kids solve
problems, and to repair relationships. Some people feel that without
punishment, the “perpetrator” is let off the hook. Actually, the process
requires them to face what they have done and make reparation for
their actions, which can be much harder than just dealing with a punishment. Consequences are tied directly to the unwanted behavior. We
often make a contract for what will happen if the agreement is broken,
so that everyone can be confident that the agreement will be kept.
What happens when the one who was hurt asks for something
far greater than what the person who hurt is willing to do?
I nearly always conference with the person who has been hurt before
bringing in the other party to make sure that this process will work for
them, and that they feel safe going through the process. If they are

asking for something unreasonable, we talk about how that would be
wonderful but is unlikely. We would then talk about realistic expectations before bringing in the other person. If the person who did the
harm isn’t willing to make any kind of reparation, then I have no choice
but to turn to traditional disciplinary methods. This is really rare, to be
honest, as most kids want to make up for hurting someone else once
they realize how they have affected the other person.
What happens if during the process it becomes clear that both
parties hurt the other?
Actually, this happens quite a lot. Often what seems to be a simple
“Child A did something to hurt Child B” could have been triggered by
Child B having done something, often unknowingly, to hurt Child A,
who then retaliated. In this type of scenario it is really useful for the
kids to tell each other how they have each been impacted by the incident. By allowing both kids to fully explain what they were thinking
and feeling at the time, we can help them understand the root of the
conflict and come to a solution that solves the root problem and not
just the symptom of the conflict.
Can both the one who has hurt others and the one hurt by
others come to you for help to go through this process - and
what might that look like?
Absolutely! I’ve even had a third party come to me with a situation.
The process still goes back to speaking with the kids involved individually, and then coming together for a conference to come up with
a solution.

Holly Poppell has her passport from the US, but has been out of the
country for almost as long as she has lived in it. She pursued counseling after a time of teaching because she wanted to have the tools
to help students with their problems. In her free time, Poppell hangs
out with her family who inspire her. If not a counselor, she would open
an orphanage – at the beach – for kids with special needs to make
sure that kids without families felt loved and cared for.
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Charity Pains
Does helping ever hurt?

by Vanessa Jencks

We asked students at No. 55 High School, International Student Section
if charity always helps, or if there are instances when helping could hurt.
Jennifer Valeria Lara Rodriguez (第星西) and Laurence Carroll Brahm (龙
小龙), both Grade 10 students, shared with us their opinions.

Yes
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Charity is a concept that we all learn from a very young age. We learn that it is
noble and good. Children’s movies teach us to do it when our heroes assist those in
need. We have the incentive to pursue it, but what exactly is charity? Well, according
to the Oxford Dictionary, charity is “The voluntary giving of help, typically in the form
of money, to those in need.” Although, the more I think about it, I can’t help but wonder,
does charity always uphold that definition? Well, I believe that charity that provides aid to
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the sick, to the hungry, to the poor, to the most innocent and vulnerable fulfills its duties and
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upholds its meaning as long as it is sincere.
Around the world there are several international non-profit organizations that have the mission
of providing aid for minorities through charity. The Child’s Hope Fund helps fight cancer, exploitation,
and sexual abuse. The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention is dedicated to understanding and
preventing suicides, as well as health care for mental illnesses. All of these sound good, but when
does charity stop being sincere?
In my own life I’ve seen how charity has also been used as a tool to acquire power. Many poor
families in my homeland Venezuela were given money and supplies in the form of charity. Although
it was viewed as an undisputable act of goodness, nobody thought it would lead to a great level of
dependency. Some families who have been given this aid decided to give up trying to find work, and
live off of charity. From my perspective, this wasn’t a sincere act of charity.
On the other hand, I see how undeniably good charity can be. Operation Smile is an organization
founded by medical volunteers, donors, and staff who defend the rights of any patient to receive
comprehensive health care. Only 6.3 percent of 312.9 million surgical procedures performed yearly
go to the poorest third of the global population, and this organization’s purpose is to provide surgical
care for patients of low income with cleft lip, a facial malformation that occurs in early pregnancy and
resultant of a physical split. This condition causes eating problems, high risk of ear infections, dental,
and speech problems. By raising donations helps these patients get surgical care, this organization
consequently improved their living conditions.
In conclusion, it’s been demonstrated by these different cases that charity is not the isolated
thought of plain monetary contribution but also actions that can save, and protect vulnerable people.
Finally, I would like to refer to a quote by the great novelist Chinua Achebe, “While we do our good
works, let us not forget that the real solution lies in a world in which charity, will have become unnecessary.”

open to question LEARNING
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There is a famous Chinese saying that goes: “授人以鱼不如授人以渔 Give a man a fish and
he will eat for a day, teach a man to fish and he will eat for a lifetime.”
Charity is the act of giving money, food, or other things to the people in need, which seems
like a noble thing, right? But ask yourself this. Is a handout really helping? The truth is that you
are giving this man the fish rather than teaching him how to fish. Thus, it results in the man
being hungry again after he finishes eating that fish. He then needs another fish due to the fact
that you gave him a fish rather than taught him how to fish.
Subsequently, most charitable organizations tend to target the symptoms rather than the
causes, thus curing the problem in the short term. That may cause the problem to resurface,
rather than abolish it in the first place.
What happens once you start to feed a wild animal? It will then constantly come to you and
ask for more, being incapable of acquiring food for itself. This works the same with humans;
once you start to give them something they then end up becoming dependent on you.
I personally think that if you just give resources to people in need you are not actually
helping them, but instead are causing them to be dependent on you. Therefore, acts of charity
do not really aid people in need, but to some extent increase the need. I am not saying that all
charity is bad and we shouldn’t do it, but I believe that we should change our ways of providing
charity. Instead of providing the people in need with food and the monetary equivalent, we must
provide them with tools, to ensure they can satisfy their immediate, long term needs, and the
survival of future generations. Instead of giving donations and money to people in poverty, we
should go in and set up organizations to educate them, and provide the resources they need
to flourish and support themselves, thus leading to less poverty around our world and insuring
that the man that once needed a fish to eat for a day now has the capability not only to fish for
his own fish but can start a whole economy off of fishing.
Charity is not bad, it’s not wrong, in fact charity is a great act. But as of this moment we
are not really helping the people in need. Therefore, to be able to do so, we must change our
approach. Instead of giving the people in need fish, let’s teach them how to fish!
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Grade 12 IB Art Students from

Western Academy of Beijing
fill April’s Blank Canvas

Sarah Chan, Singapore – “Perfection for Profit”
“The monochrome hands represent the food industry’s morally ambiguous decisions in advertising and the polychromatic burger represents a perfect burger that
exists only in advertising.”
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Nicole Liao, US – “Colorless”
“In Africa, albinos are persecuted because their body parts are thought to have
magical and auspicious powers that can be used for potions. Thus by presenting an
albino kid caught in horror, a sense of isolation is created between people.”

Kara Woo, South Korea – “Don’t Judge a Clown
by His Facepaint”
“This painting is supposed to represent the way that people have superficial personas that do not fully communicate their inner state of mind. The clown is supposed
to be the epitome of optimism and light-heartedness;
however, he wears a grim expression and doesn’t seem
to be enjoying the act of creating balloon animals.”

BLANK CANVAS LEARNING

Annesta Batuwangala, US – “Dear Mr. Trump, My Name Is Annesta Batuwangala and I Am American”
“My painting focuses on the US presidential election and the impact it may have on the American minority population, which includes my family.
The small megaphone represents the voices that may not be heard because of President Donald Trump while the people in the background in
the US represent all existing minorities.”

photos: courtesy of WESTERN ACADEMY OF BEIJING

Hedda Olsson, Sweden – “Do We Even Notice?”
“Factory workers bear dirty, unhealthy, and unsafe working conditions.
As foreigners, we come to China and relish in the luxuries we can have,
sometimes at the expense of not noticing those around us. My painting
shows images of factory workers against a wealthy foreigner wearing the
fruits of their labor.”

Miguel Azzopardi, Malta – “Evicted and Refused”
“This is a comment on the plight of Syrian refugees who
have been forced out of their country due to civil war and
are being refused in other countries. The wire that wraps the
painting draws emphasis to the multiple challenges faced by
Syrian refugees.”
Max Shang, Australia – “Vivid China”
“The context of this sculpture is that I miss living in Australia. Being in China
for 4 years, the aspects of living here have blended in with my ‘Australian-ness.’
This is represented throughout this art piece by painting red and gold – or
Chinese colors – with several sculptures on the Sydney Opera House.”

See more of these artworks at the International Baccalaureate Arts Exhibition at the WAB High School on April
15. The event is free and open to the public.
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Sasha Gigliesi and daughter Nayo snap a quick picture together

Service-minded
S

By Vanessa Jencks

asha Gigliesi was nominated as a Marvelous Mom for involving her children through different charity projects throughout their
childhood. She has four children; two who are adults in the US (Ury, married with children, and Jonah, at college), but two who
remain at home in China (Noah, 16, and Nayo, turning 14). Though Gigliesi is religious, her desire to help others and inspire her
children to help others is based on a life of examples and gratitude. Her parents were foreign experts to China in the 1960s. “They
came to China for China, and my brother and I grew up seeing that as an example.” Though most basic necessities were provided
for as foreign expats lived together in a communal area, what struck Gigliesi about her parents was their service-type life.
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Growing up with a sense of gratitude

Marvelous Mom PARENTING

photo: Courtesy of SASHA GIGLIESI

A simple example she gave us was when her mother would come
back from a trip to Italy, she would bring back a big block of cheese.
Gigliesi pointed out since the nutrition in cheese was scare, as a mother,
most would have thought to save it for their children. “I was an older
child before I saw milk for the first time.” But instead, her parents
invited everyone over. “I remember seeing the cheese at one party
shrink and shrink, and I thought, ‘Oh no! We’re not going to have any
cheese left!’” So when she and her children give, it’s based on the giving
nature she has seen, “what [one has] been raised to do.”
She encourages her four children to serve others based on the
appreciation of being blessed with so much. She’s thankful for having
healthy children, and as expats, they have plenty. “I don’t want them
to believe that they’re elite and that no one else exists.”
One issue that is hard to contend with is the beggar situation. “I
could be there in the same situation. When we see beggars, I tell my
children that we have no right to judge. We don’t know if the need is real
or not, and what would we want if we were in the same situation.”
When her children were younger, she would stop and give, but
the tables turned when she started having a faster paced life. “Nayo
stopped me and walked over to a beggar once when I was too busy,
telling me, let’s stop and help.”
Gigliesi was modest and felt almost embarrassed to talk about
what they did as a family and what she did as a mom because she felt
these were responsibilities just in being a good neighbor. “Sun Village,
a home for children of convicts, is just in our neighborhood, and we
help provide what they need.”
The Mammolina Children’s Home-Model Montessori Kindergarten,

creations for the children
Nayo making elaborate balloon

One particularly happy girl got
a mermaid

where Gigliesi is cofounder and director, takes in orphans’ tuition free
based on classroom size and availability. Her children would help with
assistance while they were at the school also, and at one point, the
family fostered a child in their home before a family in the US adopted
him. “He and Nayo were the same age, so [for her] it was just like
having a brother. They would play together, go to school together,
and eat together.”
Gigliesi chose to do these things with her children because she often
feels she doesn’t spend enough time with them. “I don’t necessarily
believe in quality time, I feel it’s just important that you spend time
with your children. But it’s hard when parents work.” Gigliesi herself
would go to Sun Village to help train the teachers, and her children
would come to assist directly or in other ways. She and Nayo also
recently made bedsheets for the orphanage.
To get her children involved, she simply would let them know they
were needed. “Maybe children would rather play with friends, but when
kids feel they’re needed and then they start to work with the children,
they really feel good about the time.”
As her children got older, their projects took on more maturity,
complexity, and independence. “Nayo is really into making balloons,
and she learned how to make elaborate pieces. She really enjoyed
going and making these for the children, to see their smiles on their
faces.” Giglesi’s sons, on the other hand, helped paint the walls of the
orphanage when needed, and later raised money for a project where
they went to the south of China to paint walls, covering the cost of
the paint and travel themselves. “I didn’t give them money for these
projects. They need to know that when they’re serving, there’s a cost,
and they need to do it themselves.”
When asked about charity and community service with her mom,
Nayo described it as an activity that makes her happy. “There’s nothing more fun than doing service because I love seeing the smile on
people’s faces.”
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PARENTING West Meets East

Learning to be Good Neighbors
Parents talk about teaching their children the value of community
by Andrew Killeen and Emma Qi
Tanya McHendry, originally from Germany, met her British husband
Simon when they were both working in the hospitality industry. Simon
still works in hotel management, while Tanya currently stays at home
looking after 4-year-old John Arne, and runs a preschool music class.
The family has lived in Beijing on and off since 2008.
How does your child get on with your neighbors?
They get on really well. There are lots of kids around the same age,
so it’s an open-door policy, they just knock on each other’s doors and
play. They’re very mixed, there’s some from Hong Kong, some from
China, Western and Asian kids, they all play with each other.
Do you celebrate festivals and holidays with neighbors?
We celebrate festivals at the Riviera Clubhouse. They always have
activities for Easter, Christmas fairs, trick or treating at Halloween...
There’s always something going on, they’re very active in bringing the
community together. During Chinese New Year most people are away,
so it’s really quiet.
How do you involve your child with community events and activities?
I’ve always liked bargain hunting, so over here, Roundabout is something I really support; it’s also giving back to the community. When
we moved here and needed furniture, I wanted my money to go to
Roundabout, so I bought it all there. John Arne is aware of what I do,
we’ve been going there so much.
Have you involved your child in fundraising activities?
Just before Chinese New Year we helped fundraise for kids with leukemia. We sold apples and biscuits. We went around to cafes, approached
tables and just sold cookies and apples. I was so nervous! He was
totally cool with it. He said let’s go to the toy shop, and we ended up
selling loads in the toy shop, there were so many parents with kids
there, ready to spend. He was more relaxed than I was!

Have you involved your child in charitable work in the community?
Until he goes to school I’m going to keep the routine that in the afternoons we’ll do an hour a week working as volunteers at Roundabout.
Then he’s with me teaching a preschool music class at the Country
Club. Roundabout lets kids volunteer from the age of four, and he just
turned four in November. The toys that are donated need sorting out,
puzzles need to be done before they’re put out on the shop shelves,
the building blocks organized and sorted. That’s the sort of thing kids
can get involved in.
How do you make sure your child is actively involved with their
school community?
He’ll only be doing half days at school until he’s six. In Hong Kong at
18 months he’d already started going to preschool, and by 2 all his
friends were already in school. At that time I said “I don’t want to send
my son to school at 2!” People are sending their kids to school way
too early. One of the guys who was teaching in preschool started a
forest group, so we went to that instead. Here, it’s the same challenges
again. There aren’t that many activities for kids to do; there are four
playgrounds here but during the day they’re totally empty, so parents
think that for their kids to socialize they have to go to school. That’s
why I’m running the music class, so half-day kids have something to
do in the afternoons.
Do you talk to your child about social or civic responsibility?
He’s totally aware that when we go to Roundabout, every penny goes
to the needy. And if you buy something, when we get home you need
to give something else, so they can raise more money.
How do you talk about big issues like poverty, community and
privilege with your child?
He’s aware that he’s blessed. We deal with it when he has a question.
We’re always together which is one of the reasons he knows a lot; we
do everything together, experience everything together. For example,
in Hong Kong, when he was just two, we would take the bus on the
way to preschool, and we’d see an old lady, hunched over, collecting
boxes to take for recycling. I said to him, do you see that old lady?
She’s so old but she’s working so hard, because she needs to find a
way to pay for food. Every week I would give him money, something
little to give to her, and she would wish for him to grow tall.

Simon, Tanya, and John Arne McHendry (age 4)
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What do you do when you pass by beggars with your child? How
do you talk about it?
We always want to give, but we’ve been told here, that it’s better to
give to places like Roundabout, to bigger companies who we know
will definitely give the money to people who need it. We’ve explained
to John Arne that as much as we might want to give to them, there
are some beggars that are not legit. But of course, we feel for these
people.

Yeats Zhong has been married to husband Allred for 13 years, and
has known him for 21 years. He works for General Electric Company,
and she is a research designer who enjoys reading, traveling, hiking
and gardening. Their 10-year-old daughter Mickey is studying at The
Elementary School Affiliated to Beihang University.
How does your child get on with your neighbors?
Very well. My daughter is an outgoing girl who’s always very friendly to
our neighbors and greets the gate guards, cleaners, and other people
in the community. She has a very strong ability to make friends with
people of all ages; we are aware that we can learn from her.
Do you celebrate festivals and holidays with neighbors?
We spend a lot of time going for outings or having vacations with our
neighbors if both families have spare time. Even when we only have
a half-day weekend, we go to the movies, or go riding; sometimes
we pick fruit in the countryside or fly kites in the park, other times
we do cooking, DIY, or read. If it happens to be a little one’s birthday,
we hold parties.
How do you involve your child with community events and activities?
There are activities such as handing out poems and fú characters (福,
which means fortune) during Spring Festival, or handing out dog poop
bags to neighbors at ordinary times. Sometimes she also takes part in
voluntary work like picking up rubbish in the park.
Have you involved your child in fundraising activities?
Yes. Our school and community have organized activities such as
donations to earthquake and flood victims, and to less developed
regions as well. We have always participated in those activities, and
sometimes my daughter asks me to send her own pocket money and
favorite books to poor kids. Afterwards, she asks me why are there
earthquakes and floods? And why are these people poor? Usually, we
discuss questions and issues such as environmental protection, social
systems and education.

photo: Courtesy of Yeats Zhong

Have you involved your child in charitable work in the community?
Yes, but there is far too little opportunity for us to take part in community action; maybe just once a year, irregularly. The community
decided to collect children’s drawings for the elderly a few years ago.
At that time, our daughter was very excited and submitted many
works. Unfortunately, her wish of bringing joy to the elderly didn’t
come true, because the activity was canceled at the last minute. Now,
we sometimes do cleaning for the community ad hoc, without giving
notice. However, we need to look at ourselves as parents, because we
need to know more about our community and promote community
development together.
How do you make sure your child is actively involved with their
school community?
I always explain the meaning of school activities to my child, and always lead and give her encouragement to enjoy her participation and
achievements. She is the most active child in her school community at
present; although very busy, she is content with her lot. I communicate
with my child every day during lunchtime, which not only promotes
the parent-child relationship, but also is a good way to know about
her school life. My daughter likes to share everything with us, from her
own view on the school community to her likes and choices. We don’t
intervene too much, but encourage her to persist with things that she
loves to do. At evening parties, like New Year’s Party, she is the only
students who appears both in the opening ceremony to play drum,

and the closing ceremony to sing with the chorus. “I am the first, and
currently the only, student who appears in both performances; but
maybe there’ll be another student in future years, because I’m going
to encourage others just like you encourage me,” she told me.
Do you talk to your child about social or civic responsibility?
Of course, we discuss topics such as smog, food contamination, water
pollution, rubbish, order in public places, or Ofo bicycles very often. We
talk about nearly everything we see and hear about, and in the end,
it is still the topic of social responsibility and civil responsibility. Never
underestimate your child’s awareness; maybe he or she has stronger
awareness of responsibility than you.
How do you talk about big issues like poverty, community and
privilege with your child?
If it is really a big issue, then I will encourage her to evaluate the
issue objectively. Maybe she will ask big questions, such as why this
country is wealthy and that one is poor? Why were American black
people divided from white people when they went to school in the past?
Why it is not that convenient to go to Taiwan and Hong Kong just like
Shanghai? When she asks me these questions, I share the books I’ve
read with her, and ask her opinion before I give my own. One time,
she asked me the reason why China and the US don’t give out their
money and food to African children. In order to answer this question,
I showed her some poor areas in China and US, just to let her know
that every society has its dual character. On another occasion during
our trip to Japan, she told me that she didn’t like to visit there because
all of her teachers and classmates didn’t like the country. Then I told
her that finding the failings of Japan would be a good way to know
its weaknesses: “Know your enemy and know yourself.” Actually, she
learned a lot from that trip.
What do you do when you pass by beggars with your child? How
do you talk about it?
If it’s a beggar who makes his or her living as a performer, I’ll encourage my child to take out her pocket money and help them; if it’s a
beggar who lives by picking up rubbish, I’ll teach my child to respect
them. However, if it is a completely healthy beggar who only sits on
the ground, never give them any help.
No matter what sort of beggar we meet, my daughter will stop
and ask me questions like why they beg people to give them money,
whether they have families or not, why they don’t earn their own living,
do they have a place to live, do they take a shower and so on. I always
like her questions and discuss the various possibilities. Sometimes I
encourage her to have a chat with the street artists. I just want to let
my child know that the true happiness is creating a life for oneself.

Allred, Yeats, and Mickey Zhong (age 10)
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PARENTING The Echo Chamber

Small Steps
Starting children on the journey toward helping others
by Ember Swift

A

s the weather begins to warm us again, I feel the urge to organize. On this particular day, it’s kids’ shoes. My kids are growing
too fast.
It is a sunny Saturday morning and I gather the kids into their
room, have them sit on either side of me on their floor’s carpet, and
announce that we’re doing “shoe testing.” They each have a wicker
basket in which their respective shoes are meant to be stored, but
after a winter of chaos, they’re all mixed up.
I kneel on the ground and dump out both baskets into a big central
pile. I hand pairs of shoes to each child and begin a notion of separation, trying to quickly pass along shoes that are now too small for
my five-year-old daughter over to my three-year-old son to try on.
They’re having a great time testing footwear and soon it’s all I can
do to remember which shoes go where. I begin to differentiate the
shoes that are too small for either of them by chucking them out the
door of their bedroom into the empty hallway. Soon it is all I can do
to keep the kids from whipping their still wearable shoes in the same
direction. They think it’s a game, of course. Oops.
Eventually, I regain control of the shoe show and we finally have
some clear footwear focus. I have adequately separated the remaining functional shoes into their respective wicker baskets—one for my

daughter and one for my son—and then wrested the Elsa & Anna boots
off of my son’s feet (“They’re for rainy weather, not for wearing inside!”
“But I like wearing them, mommy!” “Not inside, honey…”), and then
I line up the remaining too-small shoes along the edge of the wall.
I take a short video. I place that video on WeChat moments saying,
“Surely there’s an orphanage nearby who needs these.”
The responses are plentiful. I am mostly referred to Roundabout as
the best-known outlet to which expats can make donations (and no
disparaging their great work), but my goal is to take the kids into an
orphanage and have them personally deliver needed items to children
in need. How do I instill any awareness of their good fortune without
having them witness, if even for a moment, the alternative realities of
children not as fortunate?
But, I still haven’t decided on which orphanage we will visit. As I
start to fill a cardboard box with the line of shoes, I explain that we
will deliver them to the “kids without mommies and daddies.”

As I start to fill a cardboard box
with the line of shoes, I explain that
we will deliver them to the “kids
without mommies and daddies.”
“When can we go, Mommy? Can we go now?”
She is impatient to learn that this will not happen immediately. I
explain that we will gather other things too, like clothes and toys. And
that this process takes some time.
“Maybe you can donate some toys you don’t play with anymore,” I
tell her, trying to distract her from the disappointment.
She disappears into her bedroom and ruffles around for a while
before emerging with two stuffed toys and a half-filled-in coloring
book.
“What about these things, Mommy?” she asks, not waiting for an
answer before plopping them noisily into the open box.
I smile at her approvingly. She is starting to understand the concept, at least.
Then she surprises me:
“So when do we get to see their castle?”
I’m confused. I ask for clarity.
“Well, the kids are like Elsa and Anna, right? They don’t have a
mommy and daddy either!” she says, referencing the Disney movie
Frozen. And then I see it: she thinks that all orphans are royalty living
in castles.
I have a bit more work to do than I thought.

About the Writer

Ember Swift is a Canadian musician and writer who
has been living in Beijing since late 2008. She and her
husband Guo Jian (国囝), who is also a musician, have
a daughter called Echo (国如一) and a son called
Topaz or “Paz” (国世龙).
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Thanking Uncle Guo
Remembering the man who is more than just our driver
by Jennifer Ambrose

W

henever anyone refers to Mr. Guo as my driver, I bristle.
“You mean my friend? He’s not my driver,” I respond
reflexively.
Calling Mr. Guo my driver reduces him to an employee, a label that
doesn’t quite fit. Sure, I pay him for the service of driving the kids
and me around. Still, I cannot bring myself to cast him as merely my
driver. He has been a part of our lives much too long for that. He is
our oldest friend in Beijing.
We met Mr. Guo in our first month in Beijing eight years ago. On
a Sunday morning I sought, among the crowd of hei che drivers that
gathered at our complex’s East Gate, someone to take me out of
Changping. I had an address in Chinese of where I needed to go, but
no idea how to get there.
I was struggling, having just moved from Shenzhen where I had
a level of familiarity and competence that I missed in our new surroundings. I was desperate to get beyond the few blocks that I felt
hemming me in. It was hard, too, trying to negotiate buses with my
five year old and three month old.

Some years later, Myles and Brigid were asked to be ring bearers in her
wedding, a large banquet held out in their Ming Tombs village. Both
kids were honored to participate in Miss Guo’s wedding.
Even with all the help Mr. Guo had been when we needed a ride,
what had really shown me how fortunate we were to befriend this driver
was a curiously timed present from him. He brought it the day before
American Thanksgiving, though to him it was probably just a November
Wednesday. Our household was in the throws of an unanticipated eviction and move, so we were too overwhelmed to think about celebrating
Thanksgiving. I was feeling anything but thankful anyway.
But when Mr. Guo showed up with this gift, a framed embroidery of
Jesus at prayer that his wife had made for us, it was a sign of friendship
when we needed it. The Guo family isn’t Christian, but knows that we
are, so this was a deliberate choice by them, not something they just
happened to have on hand.
We were reminded there really were reasons for gratitude. Many of
them were the result of meeting the only driver with the real license
plate that one day.

From then and continuing to
today, I was so grateful for the
happy accident that he was
there that morning.
The drivers studied the address then nominated Mr. Guo to take us.
Mr. Guo knew where it was I wanted to go to in Haidian district. More
importantly, he was the only one among them at that moment with a
legitimate license plate, and could therefore venture inside the Sixth
Ring Road. From then and continuing to today, I was so grateful for
the happy accident that he was there that morning. He was a regular
presence in our lives.
The kids took to him almost immediately, calling him Uncle Guo,
instead of anything formal. Myles often asked to stay behind in the
car with Uncle Guo while I ducked into a grocery store; I soon realized it was because Uncle Guo let him play Temple Run on his phone.
Brigid showed her esteem by greeting him with an excited “shu shu!”
months before she could say, “ma ma,” much to the amusement of
said shu shu.
When I told him that I couldn’t find a Chinese tutor for Myles,
he asked his daughter, a local schoolteacher, to help. Miss Guo was
a perfect fit for Myles, coming to our home a few evenings a week.

About the Writer

Jennifer Ambrose hails from Western Pennsylvania and
misses it terribly. She still maintains an intense devotion to the Pittsburgh Steelers. She has lived in China
since 2006 and is currently an at-home mother. With
her husband Randy and children Myles and Brigid, she
resides outside Sixth Ring Road in Changping. Her blog
can be found at jenambrose.blogspot.com.
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Community
Stars
Meet six inspirational Beijing pillars
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Rebirth after Childbirth
A doula’s experience of healing and helping other mothers
by Pauline van Hasselt
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for the organization, helping others when
in Italy or online by collecting complaints
and information for the website.
In Beijing, Chizzoniti joined playgroups
where she started to realize that she was
not the only mother who experienced a
traumatizing delivery. That was when she
started to meet some doulas, saying that
she “felt passionate about becoming a
doula” herself.
Doulas are experienced women who
make sure that childbirth for mothers is
a pleasant experience, and that the birth
plan is honored. They also give advice to
mothers about positioning and natural pain
management, and also making the father
part of the birthing process. Doulas also
take care of the hospital paperwork.

“Since I was a child, I had
always wanted to help the
people surrounding me.
It is my nature to be very
empathetic.”
Chizzoniti said that she had taken an
online course by Childbirth International
Training and Certification to become a doula
and also as a special therapy to deal with
her first traumatized childbirth. Along the
way of studying the course, she got pregnant. This time she felt not only happiness
but also a sense of rebirth.
The couple had a very clear birth plan
and created a safe space for Chizzonti to

have a vaginal birth after caesarean. “I
had the rebirth I wished for, healing from
my former birth experience,” she said. Her
husband acted as her doula when birthing
her second child. “Everything made sense
to me after having that second birth. My
second postpartum period was the opposite
of my first,” revealing that she felt empowered by her newfound knowledge of being
a doula herself.
The family went back to Italy three
weeks after Chizzoniti gave birth to their
second baby. Her breastfeeding was successful and baby wearing had given her free
hands to run after her firstborn. The vaginal
birth after caesarean (VBAC) gave the couple the confidence to have more kids, as
they always wanted a big family.
Chizzoniti was elated to tell beijingkids
she had finished the doula course just after
her second delivery. That allowed her to
attend births in Beijing and Italy, as well as
to deliver postpartum assistance wherever
she can. “Being a doula,” she said, “requires
me to read the birthing mother during her
intense moments. I know it’s painful for
many mothers, but I believe being there
to help them is the most beautiful part of
helping with birth.”
The passion Chizzoniti has to help
pregnant and postpartum mothers just
radiated while she shared her experience.
“Since I was a child, I had always wanted
to help the people surrounding me. It is
my nature to be very empathetic,” said
Chizzoniti, explaining that it is by becoming that someone for mothers who need
emotional and psychological support that
she provides a sense of rebirth in their most
testing times.
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Labor and delivery is an amazing natural
process that can also be a testing time for
mothers, especially for those who experience postpartum depression (PPD). Very
few people are ready to make themselves
available to help mothers during these hardships. More often than not, those who help
are those who also experienced difficulty in
pregnancy, birth, or depression.
Alessia Chizzoniti and her husband
Luigi moved to Beijing from their home
country Italy seven years ago for work. A
few years later, the couple welcomed their
first son. Though she had a healthy and
happy pregnancy, Chizzoniti experienced
a terrible delivery that was the exact opposite of what she wanted. Chizzoniti had
an emergency Caesarean section, which
resulted in psychological trauma. “It felt I
was treated like a piece of meat. But even
after I was driven out of the surgery room,
I wanted another child,” she said.
However, that feeling changed all of a
sudden as she found herself crying every
day in the hospital and not successfully
breastfeeding her firstborn. The new mother felt that something was wrong, and that
she needed help even though her baby was
healthy and completely fine. At this testing
time, only her husband was taking care of
her. Soon after, Luigi soon realized that his
wife had been experiencing PPD.
Chizzoniti decided to get breastfeeding
help and mental health support. She found
an Italy-based association named Innecesareo, an Italian word that means “unnecessary.” It focuses on informing women
about the unnecessary procedures in pregnancy and birth and supports women who
experience PPD. Currently, she volunteers
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Old Clothes, New Clothes
A movement that links expat women
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by Pauline van Hasselt

Rebecca Archer, who always radiates a
creative and positive vibe, is usually the
first mom to come up with great ideas to
socialize and interesting things to do with
kids. The New Zealand native has been an
expat for seven years, the last three years
of which she has called Beijing home. She
is now a very busy stay at home mom, and
has been for the last five years. Archer’s
first year as a mother was spent in Nigeria.
The experience was lonely and she craved
community, but where she lived made
getting connected to others in a similar
situation difficult, if not impossible.
Archer believes that a supportive community around the family is the key to a
successful expat existence. “I realized that
if I couldn’t find community around me, I
would have to create it,” she told us.
“Out of my lonely time in Nigeria, I
reached out to a couple of women I had
just met and we started meeting on a
weekly basis to journey through the challenges of expat life together.”
She also started connecting with other
expat families who were struggling with
their teenagers. “I realized that it was just
important for expat teenagers to have a
solid positive community,” she said. She
began investing in these young people’s
lives, creating numerous events and social activities, as well as opportunities for
mentorship.
“It is the thought of women feeling
disconnected that drives me. To be lonely
in a place far from home is not a feeling I
like to have, and most women I know get
the ‘expat blues’ for a number of months
when moving to a new place. From my
personal experience, the best cure is to try
and find ‘your people’ as fast as you can,”
Archer advised.
She added, “I think it’s awesome
that in Beijing there are enough people

from all walks of life that there is plenty
of potential to make close friendships.”
The challenge can often be how to turn
these acquaintances into friends, which is
part of how the Beijing Clothing Auction
Network began. Archer met a few people
when she first moved to Beijing who she
realized could help her repeat the Clothes
Auction social event through their commonalities. “What has happened is that
our first event where we had 12 ladies
get together has turned into a monthly or
bi-monthly event with over 200 members
vying for spots in the next social event. The
regularity of the meetings has developed
and solidified some great friendships,”
Archer explained.

“It is the thought of
women feeling disconnected that drives me. To
be lonely in a place far
from home is not a
feeling I like to have…”
After auctions are held, women stay in
these WeChat groups and share pictures
of “auction clothing” as they wear them in
their normal day-to-day life. Sometimes,
women who attended the events, who
would otherwise not have met in normal
Beijing life, will spot each other out in
public. Photos will pop up of two or three
ladies standing together wearing auction
clothing. The auctions now have three
main groups, one based in Shunyi, one in
the city, and one in Yizhuang.
The original idea of the auctions came

from when her cousin in New Zealand
held a clothes auction many years ago.
A few things struck Archer: the awesome
quality of clothes that people no longer
wanted, how cheap they were, and how
much fun the auction was. Archer held her
first clothes auction in Indonesia when she
realized her wardrobe was getting full of
clothes she wasn’t wearing, and she was
craving a social event. Since then she has
spread the auction joy in three different
countries, Indonesia, New Zealand, and
now China. Her wardrobe is constantly
changing, and she creates a ton of new
friends along the way.
Charities that have benefited are: Dew
Drops Little Flower, Chunmaio Little Flower,
Roundabout, Kapuna Hospital in PNG,
Nepal Earthquake Relief, Little Adoption
Shop, UN Refuge Agency, New Hope,
Migrant Children’s Foundation, New Hope,
Smile Week and Cleft Pallet Surgeries. An
amount of RMB 36,000 has been raised the
last two years.
“I haven’t always run events for charity,
but since a teenager, I have been involved
with various groups and ran different community events” Archer explains. Depending
on the season of her life she created new
opportunities. When she moved to Beijing,
she could not find an affordable preschool
for her kids, so she created a parent and
child led class in Shunyi, where families
could come together for fun musical
movement and socializing. Giving families
a chance to create community feel away
from home.
Last month, Archer and her friends
organized a similar event called The Great
Shunyi Kids Clothes Swap. The event was
innovative and successful in the community
by raising money for charity, and providing
children around Beijing with a wardrobe of
nearly new clothing.
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Inspirational Talk
The vibrant volunteering life in Beijing that brings communities together
by Andy Penafuerte III
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urday morning and go spend it at a school,
I might have been, ‘Ah… it’s a Saturday
morning.’ But now, by noon on a Saturday,
I have taught or organized sessions, given
out lesson plans to many volunteers, or
taught lessons to hundreds of children.
And that’s all by noon; I did a lot in the
morning!”

“And it’s such a desire to
help others especially with
so many things going on in
the world at the moment.”
The sense of fulfillment when Snuggs
shared that is overflowing. “It’s just like
‘Wow! I can do that.’ You realize the things
you’re capable of,” adding that she feels like
it’s always been a great challenge working
at MCF because of the opportunities it
brings and the things it teaches. But she
explained that charity and volunteering is
not just about giving cash. “It’s about sharing your time, energy, skills, experience,
perspectives. It’s about making connections
with people. It’s about people coming in and
inspiring the children that they’re working
with and also being inspired by them,” she
added.
Snuggs has met a lot of people who are
open and willing to help others through
MCF. Currently, the foundation has approximately 100 volunteers from different fields,
schools, and countries. She said she finds
it amazing how volunteers donate their
intangible resources in the most ingenious
and inventive ways possible.
As she and Boyle have always told pro-

spective volunteers, there are many ways
people can help others. But what is important, they said, is placing the volunteers in
the right task and asking them if they are
truly dedicated and ready to set aside time.
The foundation also wants to share with the
volunteers the idea of learning from experience. And as an addendum, Snuggs says
volunteers not only feel satisfied but also
get a broader understanding of the city.
Despite Beijing’s overwhelming size and
differing lifestyles, Snuggs believes that
communities in the city can be connected
by charity groups like MCF. “It’s very easy
to get cynical and hard-hearted, especially
when you live in a big, busy, crazy city
like Beijing… maybe because you are shut
off, or perhaps isolated, or because of so
much noise. So that’s why it’s good to have
MCF to connect you to what’s going on,”
she said.
Snuggs said the vibrancy of the volunteering life at MCF, and in Beijing in general,
extends beyond social and family circles.
For example, the foundation has a motherand-daughter pair who come together and
volunteer every Saturday morning. Snuggs
says it’s lovely to see how the mom and
the daughter inspire each other, and how
their dynamic rallies other volunteers and
families.
For the foreseeable future, Snuggs said
she doesn’t see herself leaving MCF, calling
it a “big part” that has inspired so much of
who she is right now. “Seeing what other
people do just inspires me to become a
better person. Look at all these people
[volunteers] can do, it’s fantastic. And it’s
such a desire to help others especially with
so many things going on in the world at the
moment,” she said heartily.
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In a megacity as bustling and energetic
as Beijing, it’s easy to become so preoccupied and busy, especially with the laidback
and satisfying way of life many expats are
accustomed to. Besides the fun lifestyle,
there’s another face of the city that is as
much as vibrant and present: volunteering
and charity work.
“This [is] just an opportunity to go see
and be part of Beijing… and learn so much
more about the city,” said Lorna Snuggs,
who volunteers for the Migrant Children’s
Foundation (MCF) as its education coordinator.
Volunteering is nothing new to Snuggs,
a university lecturer who hails from the
UK. She said community work has always
been a part of her life. When she first set
foot in Beijing six years ago, she looked
for charity groups and organizations to
volunteer with, but it was not until 2015
that she found MCF.
“And to be honest, I just got lucky because one of my friends said, ‘Oh, I know
someone who runs a charity,” Snuggs said,
elaborating that that “someone” was Helen
Boyle, the founder of MCF.
For over two and a half years, Snuggs,
along with Boyle, have been the faces of
MCF. Snuggs leads the foundation’s education focus, planning curricula for teacher
volunteers and running programs together
with local and international schools. Boyle
oversees the charity focus where the foundation finds donors and raises funds for
comprehensive health checks for migrant
children it supports. So far, MCF has already
covered 2,000 migrant children from two
schools, with a thousand others from a third
school in line for health checks.
“If you’d asked me five years ago,”
Snuggs said, “… to get up early on a Sat-
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A Life of Love for Education
Spreading knowledge and building community through WeChat
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by Annie Wang

The Chinese saying, 三岁看大,七岁看老
(Sān suì kàn dà, qī suì kàn lǎo), states the
way someone behaves at three years old
predicts the type of adult they will be in the
future, while someone’s behavior at seven
tells how they will be when they are elderly.
Keren Wong, in a sense, personifies the adage. She has always shown an interest in
education since she was a child, including
playing teacher to her younger brother. It’s
not surprising though, as Wong is inspired by
her family, which loves education.
After graduating college in 2012, Wong
moved to Beijing to pursue a master’s degree
in international development at Tsinghua
University. Since then, she has co-founded
Bridging Education and Mobility (BEAM), a
Beijing-based educational organization that
uses WeChat to provide materials and tutorials
to rural primary teachers instructing grades
three through six to increase their English
phonics teaching performance.
“The interesting thing is that rural areas
and lower-tier cities in China leapfrogged
across PCs and desktops. So their entire online
experience is on mobile,” the young entrepreneur said. By taking advantage of WeChat as
a platform, Wong believes BEAM helps fulfill
rural teachers’ needs in an accessible way.
On BEAM’s official WeChat subscription
account, the organization gives access to
step-by-step tutorials for classroom exercises,
video tutorials, and advice blogs. But more
than simply phonics materials, Wong realized
that teachers needed a community of other
educators to share ideas, so the organization
made different WeChat groups, now serving
1,500 teachers and counting.
Currently, teachers discuss lesson plans
and other classroom-related topics through

comments on BEAM’s articles or through its
WeChat groups. BEAM makes use of the app
as a space for collaborative and cooperative
learning, as teachers can draw from each
other’s experiences through direct discussion,
especially on topics like implementing new
learning methods.

“It’s only until you defy
expectations that the status quo is changed.”
More than supporting teachers in their daily
lives, Wong says she also hopes to show the
world that China is innovating in its education landscape. For example, Boya Yang, a
teacher in Yunnan Province, has been named
one of the top ten finalists at the 2017 Global
Teacher Prize. The award, hosted annually by
the UK-based non-profit Varkey Foundation,
recognizes outstanding teachers around the
world. The winner of the prize gains recognition and an award of USD 1 million. Prior to
this year, no Chinese teacher has ever risen
higher than the prize’s top fifty educators.
It was Wong’s efforts that helped Yang
reach the nomination, and ultimately, the
finals. Wong said she realized that information
about the award was not easily accessible to
Chinese teachers when she browsed through
the Global Teacher Prize website. So last
year she initiated a local PR campaign and
circulated a Chinese translation of the Global
Teacher Prize competition information to
teachers throughout China.
Wong hopes that more exposure for Chinese educators like Yang can give the world a

more comprehensive understanding of China’s
educational innovations, as well as the hardships that teachers can often face.
The inspiration for Wong’s work in the
Chinese education system stems in part from
her own family background. As a woman of
Chinese heritage, Wong says that she wants
to stand on stage and be proud of China’s accomplishments in the education sector. Wong
recognizes that a lack of funding and resources
in certain parts of China has left teachers to
make tough calls especially when allocating
available materials. However, she believes that
China has much to look forward to in terms of
educational innovation, since entrepreneurial
spaces in the big cities are becoming more
and more established.
Wong tells budding entrepreneurs to
“spend time with your users and don’t make
assumptions.” As for her own journey, it hasn’t
been without struggles. In her five years in
Beijing, Wong said she has developed an
emotional fortitude. “As you get older you gain
wisdom and understand that things are going
to be fine. You learn to deal with crisis as an
entrepreneur,” she said. Wong also attributes
part of her organization’s success to being
unembarrassed and being ready to face 30 or
40 rejections before getting that one sweet
yes from clients and other contacts.
And that’s one thing that she said she
would tell her younger self. “It’s only until
you defy expectations that the status quo is
changed.” Rather than letting fear lead the
way, Wong is shaping the world in her own
vision, helping teachers take the reins. While
she may not be the kid-teacher handing out
assignments to her brother anymore, her
childhood passion for education has surely
enlightened her adult pursuits.
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Home of Strays
A community that finds solutions for animal welfare
by Andy Penafuerte III
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I do. Then I found online a few places that
said, ‘We do animal rescue,’ but it was only
for their own group members, they wouldn’t
just take animals.” Frances, who has always
been interested in animal rights, adopted the
kittens instead.
Back in the UK, Frances had worked for
a human rights organization that focused
on asylum seekers. She went to Shanghai to
tutor students in law and debating. But after
finding a new family with the felines, Frances
decided to stay in China and go to Beijing to
launch Cat-Kind. The shelter, named in honor
of the cats Frances rescued, also accepts stray
puppies and dogs.

“Just seeing rescued
animals in their new home
makes me say, ‘I’m proud to
have been a part.’”
As a millennial, Frances utilizes the power
of social media, and in this case, WeChat,
to make her shelter known for people who
want to rescue strays. “That’s when I realized this is working and it got a lot popular
than I expected. It was just in Beijing at first
and there were people going like, ‘Oh do we
have something like this in Shanghai?’ So I
made one. ’Do we have this in Shenzhen?’
Well there is now!”
The volunteer network in those three cities
soon grew to more than 70, half of which are
from Beijing. Frances describes the tasks done
by her and the other volunteers as stressful
but meaningful. “There’s this sense of fulfill-

ment when animals find new homes. After the
rescue, after they’ve been to the shelter, after
they get adopted, then just seeing them in
their new home and the impact that they’ve
made on a life, I’m like, ‘Okay, I’m proud to
have been a part.’”
She said that Cat-Kind, like any other shelters, is a community that finds solutions for
the welfare of abandoned animals. Big cities
like Beijing, Frances says, have a lot of strays
but also have a high rate of adoptions. It’s not
merely about adoption, though, as she says
by doing so, people provide a sense of care
for another living being.
“When you made a choice to adopt a pet,
you will view more of it as a family member
whereas if someone buys a pet, then it will be
more likely viewed as a commodity – something that, ‘Okay, I’m leaving. Why would I
want to bring this with me?’ Or more so, ‘That
looks cute, I’m going to buy one.” Frances
is concerned most about the type of buying where they didn’t do any research, and,
when unhappy with their purchase, they just
abandon the pet.
Though it will be a hard thing for most
people to rescue strays, and Frances describing it to be a “problem” for many, it’s wise to
seek help from authorities and call shelters.
“A lot of people just leave an animal on the
streets just simply because they don’t know
what resources are available,” she said.
.There’s a lot of work to do for the welfare
of animals in cities, and it’s not mainly one
community network heading the effort. Just
as animals tell us how amazing nature is, and
pets providing that much-needed companionship, it’s time for people to appreciate these
creatures as an indistinguishable part of daily
living.
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“Oh, those giant pandas are cute!”
“What a cuddly cat, I want to hug him!”
“That dog is so intelligent! I’d like to have
the same…”
…and more of those praises when we see
animals, probably from friends or colleagues
on WeChat Moments or someone else’s Facebook wall. It’s not unusual to get a euphoric
feeling when we see animals, though they
may be as massive and feral as bears or as
tiny and harmless as butterflies.
People take in animals as pets for companionship or protection. But nowadays, saying
that pet-keeping is just as akin to commodifying animals, that is, they are “products” that
can be easily bought and then disregarded,
is quite a contentious issue. It is a sad reality,
though, that we often see abandoned animals
on the street, or people posting social media
messages like these:
“Please help me find a new home for my
cute dog. *sad face emoji*”
“Heaven is looking for new parents as
we’re moving out of Beijing next month…”
Beloved pets they truly are.
When no one responds, either the pets
end up on the street or, when they’re lucky
enough, rescued by animal shelters. Ripley
Frances, who launched a new shelter called
Cat-Kind in Shuangjing in Chaoyang District,
believes it is unacceptable for locals and
expats going back to their home countries to
just leave their pets dying.
When Frances arrived in Shanghai in 2015,
she was welcomed by an unexpected family
at the door of her flat – a mother cat and
her three kittens. Rather than expelling the
felines, Ripley found herself feeding them
every day.
.“I was calling up people, asking what do
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The Ecology of Functional Society
Valuing life systems in a polluted world
by Andy Penafuerte III

His observations prompted him to start
studying to get an academic perspective of
the changes in ecological systems. Two years
after his Loess Plateau assignment, he started
the Environmental Education Media Project
(EEMP) in Beijing to tackle what he said as
a “need for a collective movement and consciousness” for the environment.
The project grew soon after, with Liu saying
that they have produced hundreds of books
and films about ecological conservation. He
said these media forms and images were
just a tool that allowed for a “collaborative
interpretation” of what was happening in the
environment. “But the real issue is what you
understand and it’s rather important that we
have a change in consciousness,” Liu said.

“When you increase ecological function, the
community becomes
robust and resilient.”
He explained that the dysfunction he saw
in the Loess Plateau and the widespread pollution in China made him want to know more
about ecological function, that is, how every
part of the ecosystem benefits each other.
He emphasized that people – individuals,
families, and communities – play a big part in
ecological systems. But he said one dynamic
that underlies within society and the environment is the “economics of materialism.”
“So right now, with your throw-away society, overconsumption, waste, pollution, how do
you get rid of them? How do you do something
else? You can analyze why they are possible.
So when you study them, you find out that the

reason is people value materialism higher than
life systems. But that suggests the answer: if
people value the natural life systems higher
than material things, it becomes impossible to
pollute and impossible to degrade.”
That alone sounds a big task. We wondered
how could we not pollute in the world we live
in today.
“The acceptable level of pollution is zero,”
Liu continued, “and pollution is something that
we allow because we value materialism higher
than ecology.” But he poses a challenge, telling
everyone to understand and be conscious of
their part in the ecosystem.
“The result of my research suggests that
ecological function is the basis of wealth.
When you increase ecological function, it
benefits everybody, every family, every community, every individual, the entire country.
The community becomes robust and resilient.
If you go to functionality, you’re going to have
joy and a better situation.”
In the middle of the interview, we were
interrupted by a rather welcome guest – two
woodpeckers that repeatedly struck trunks
somewhere in the courtyard. We were once
again reminded of the beauty of a functioning environment, despite being boxed in a
megacity.
Outside his house, he said there’s a bigger
home for everyone: the Earth where there’s
no difference in the pollution in the air, in the
water, in the soil, or in the food. A change
in consciousness in today’s society, as he
explained, would mean ensuring the future
generations would enjoy a reality different
from the degraded Loess Plateau or any other
over-polluted cities elsewhere. “I think this is
the great work of our time … so that the next
generations will have water, air, and fertile soil,
and that they won’t be just covered with toxic
substances,” he said.
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It’s not that often that we see a clear view
of our surroundings in Beijing. The combination of gray buildings against the gray sky
adds to the tensive and bustling city mood,
which somehow makes us forget the beauty
of nature. So when beijingkids arrived at the
old house of John Denver Liu, just northeast
of Beijing’s center, we were treated to a blissful
and calm refuge with birds chirping and the
wind playing with the branches.
The setting is very telling, as Liu himself
is an ecologist. He shared that when he was
young, his father had reminded him of the importance of nature and knowledge through the
courtyard of their house in Beijing. “My father
told me this as he made a circle, ‘Everything
inside it is what you know. Everything outside
is what you don’t know.’”
Born in the US, Liu moved to their family’s
Beijing home in 1979 as a journalist for Columbia Broadcasting System. Just as Liu focused
his beginnings mostly on political and social
issues, the budding journalist began to notice
the huge industrial development happening
everywhere in China.
“There was a lot of pollution coming and
the people didn’t know anything about it. It’s
odd to have this information [and] somebody
has to do something for the environment,” he
said. In 1995, the World Bank asked Liu to
go and make a film about the Loess Plateau,
a massive stretch of plains that covers five
provinces in northwestern China. Over centuries, deforestation and population increase
have resulted in the gradual degeneration
of the plateau, impacting communities and
ecosystems there.
He called that experience a critical moment
for him. “It was extraordinary because [the
plateau] was so destroyed. Basically what
we’re talking about there was a dysfunctional
system.”
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Share Your Passion

Volunteering opportunities with charities and
organizations in Beijing
and Hospital. Volunteering operation every
Friday and Saturday 9am-12.30pm. Meeting
points will be confirmed upon an interview
with volunteers. (lorna@mcfchina.org / www.
mcfchina.org) time of operation; Friday and
Saturday morning 9.00- 12.30

Beijing Gender Health Education
Institute (BGHEI) was founded in 2002.
It is a non-profit and non-governmental
organization that focuses on issues of gender,
sexuality, and sexual health. They spearhead
multiple projects raising awareness around
sexuality and sexual health. Volunteers can
join their organization and help out with
projects such as their China AIDS Walk and
Queer Comrades, their non-profit LGBT
webcast. (010 5229 3801 / bjghei@gmail.
com)

Magic Hospital helps underprivileged
children through fun. Its mission is to develop
efficient activities and programs to restore the
element of fun in struggling children’s lives.
Aside from visiting orphanages and hospitals,
volunteers’ tasks include organizing events
and translating and/or editing documents.
Magic Hospital is very understanding when
it comes to commitment, so participants
can choose to become core volunteers
or occasional volunteers. (http://www.
magichospital.org/)

Friends of Nature is one of China’s first
environmental NGO pioneers. The company,
founded in 1993, does a variety of activities
that protect the environment as well as
promote awareness of China’s most pressing
environmental problems. Volunteers can
contribute through various activities such as
helping out with environmental education
through camps, field trips, and awarenessraising campaigns. (010 6523 2040, 6203
6981 / office@fonchina.org / www.fon.org.cn)
Room 406, Building C, Huazhan Guoji Gongyu,
No. 12 Yumin Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing

Roundabout is a free service /social
enterprise. Your donations are either
forwarded to charities that are registered with
Roundabout (48 in Beijing and many more
throughout China) or sold to raise money to
help those in need. (010 6040 8794 / English
contact: 137 1877 7761 / Chinese contact:
137 1895 3814 / www.roundaboutchina.com)
Roundabout Store, adjacent to Yosemite Villa
Compound, Yuyang Road West, Houshyu,
Shunyi District | 众爱慈善商店北京市顺义区
后沙峪优山美地别墅西街榆阳路. Roundabout
Community Center, N4-1-4, Shine Hills, No.9
Antai Dajie, Houshayu, Shunyi District | 云爱
汇社区中心北京市顺义区安泰大街9号院祥云小
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Dew Drops Little Flower Dew Drops Little
Flower (小水滴新生项目) provides specialized
care to children born with complex medical
conditions. Its Orphan Care Project is located
at Beijing Jingdu Children’s Hospital where it
has 20 beds and employs nurses to take care
of children from orphanages around China.
While in Beijing, Dew Drops provides these
children with restorative care and life-saving
surgeries, as well as individualized early
education plans. Its Family Support Project
provides poorer families who have children
with medical conditions with a safe place
to stay, access to treatment and medicine,
training on post-operative care, and emotional
support. Visitors are welcome 9am-5pm. (For
volunteering or charity queries, contact: 吴佳
宁 137 1698 2343 for Chinese speakers and
email visit@littleflowerprojects.org for English
speakers. Visit www.dewdropslittleflower.org
for more information)
The Bread of Life Bakery is a sister
organization to Agape Family Life House
(AFLH), which continues its mission by
providing handicapped young adults with
not only a job, but a promising future
of independence through education,
job readiness, and a family. The bakery
operates as a non-profit and is run by young
adults with special needs who have grown
up in orphanages in China. All profits of
the bakery are used to provide funds for
surgery, wheelchairs, and other needs of
orphans and handicapped children in China.
Monday-Saturday, 9am-5.30pm. (WeChat:
breadoflifebakery / contact Danny Mun at
137 2262 2864 or bread.of.life.bakery@gmail.
com / breadoflifebakery.org) Hebei Sheng,
Langfang Shi, Kaifaqu (Development Zone),
Hongrun Dao, Dongfang Huayuan (Oriental
Garden), E9 | 河北省，廊坊市，开发区，鸿润
道， 东方花园，E9号

The Migrant Children’s Foundation
(MCF) is a non-profit organization whose
sole aim is to enrich and develop the lives
and education of migrant workers’ children
in and around Beijing, China. MCF achieves
this by providing a variety of resources from
English-speaking teachers, Chinese university
volunteers, and organizations such as the
Royal Society of Chemistry, Institute of
Physics, and the Beijing United Foundation

Roots & Shoots is guided by Dr. Jane
Goodall’s belief that young people, when
informed and empowered, can change the
world. The goal of Roots & Shoots is to
develop compassionate leaders, primed to
make the world a better place for people,
animals and the environment. The first group
in China was established in 1994 at Western
Academy of Beijing(WAB). Roots & Shoots
supports children and young people to learn
and take action through voluntary groups
organized in their school or university. Groups
can start any time and will meet on a regular
basis. To set up a group you need enthusiasm
and at least one responsible adult leader/
adviser and two student members. (010 6778
3115 / info@genyuya.org.cn / www.genyuya.
org.cn/en) Beijing office: Room 1309 Beijing
City International School, 77 Baiziwan Nan Er
Lu, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100022. | 根与
芽北京办公室 北京市朝阳区百子湾南二路77
号乐成国际学校 (BCIS) ，1309室，100022 镇
北区4号楼104

photo: courtesy of AFLH, BREAD OF LIFE BAKERY, DEW DROPS, MCF, ROOTS & SHOOTS, AND ROUNDABOUT

Agape Family Life House (AFLH)
aims to help orphans and the poor in a real
and tangible way. Its main focus is to care
for children with osteogenesis imperfecta,
also known as “brittle bones condition.” Its
objective is to provide a safe and loving
environment for the children who live here
and give them the opportunity to thrive
through education, discipleship, and loving
care. AFLH strives to offer orphans with
special needs a place to call home and family
at their house in Langfang, China. MondaySaturday, 9am-5.30pm. (Chinese speaker
contact: 186 3262 6404 or email Wang Laoshi
at 876937404@qq.com / Chinese and English
speaker contact: 159 3363 4994 or email Sara
Zhou-Mun at sarazhouhs@gmail.com) Hebei
Sheng, Langfang Shi, Kaifaqu (Development
Zone), Hongrun Dao, Dongfang Huayuan
(Oriental Garden), C14 | 河北省，廊坊市，开
发区，鸿润道， 东方花园，C14号
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NEWS

Beijing’s Math Wizard

YCIS Beijing Students Place Top in Worldwide Math Competition

Yew Chung International School of Beijing (YCIS Beijing) Year 10 student Hyunju Ju has placed in the top 500 in this
year’s worldwide UK Mathematics Trust (UKMT) competition. She will be participating in a worldwide Mathematics
Olympiad against other top finishers, in a bid to get a spot in the top 100. Six other YCIS students joined the best
8,000 students in math from a pool of over 300,000 participants.

Hong Kong Official
Shares Understanding
of Education at 3e

3e International School has welcomed Eddie Ng Hak-kim, Secretary for Education of Hong Kong
SAR Government to tour the
school and meet with the leadership team, teachers, students,
and parents. His visit assisted
all involved to gain a greater
understanding of the challenges,
opportunities, and practices for
kindergarten education in mainland China and HK.

BCIS Holds Workshop on
Spring Allergies

New Swiss School Opens
at WAB

Beijing City International School (BCIS) has held
a Parents as Learners Workshop titled, “Common
Spring Allergies.” Dr. Chen Yifu, medical director at
Beijing United Family Guang Qu Men Clinic led the
session on March 28, where he discussed common
spring allergens such as pollen.

Enrollment is now open for Swiss School Beijing,
China’s first school to receive recognition from the
Swiss government. In collaboration with the Association Swiss School, Western Academy of Beijing (WAB)
is offering a unique opportunity for German-speaking
students from kindergarten to Grade 2. New classes
will roll out subsequently each year.

Parents Ring in Spring Semester
at Etonkids

Keystone Unveils New
Website Look

Etonkids Parents Academy has organized a workshop
called “New Students: A lesson for Parents”. More
than 120 parents from Beijing joined the event on
February 26 to start off the 2017 spring semester.

Keystone Academy invites everyone into its school
community through its brand new website homepage.
The new hub at www.keystoneacademy.cn is a onestop place for everyone to get to know about learning
and living the Keystone Way.

Daystar Sanlitun Names
New Principal
Kari King joins Daystar
Sanlitun in August as its
new elementary principal.
King has over 12 years of
experience in education including international postings and a PYP background
and is a firm believer in
community building and
nurturing programs from
the ground up.

AnRic LMR Unveils New School Location
AnRic Little Montessori Room (AnRic LMR) will
be moving to a brand new location on Guanghua
Lu in Chaoyang District. New facilities feature
an indoor gym, a multi-language library, and a
children’s kitchen.

Robotic LEGO Invades HIS First Graders
Grade 1 students at Hope International School
(HIS) eagerly dived into a new weekly science
project where they build and program a Robotic
LEGO, donated by a parent last February. The
robot’s accompanying curriculum is broad, and
includes topics like earthquakes, sound vibrations, plants, space exploration, and habitats.
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The Circuit is a chance to check out what’s happening on the Beijing family scene. Want to
see your event on these pages?
ISTA Festival Takes Drama to the Next Stage
Yew Chung International School of Beijing (YCIS Beijing) hosted the
ISTA Drama Festival on March 8-13, welcoming over 100 students
from international schools around the world to attend a three-day
workshop.

ISB Students Feel the Rhythm of the African Drums
International School of Beijing (ISB) hosted Ghanaian drummer
Kofi Gbolonyo as its artist-in-residence in February. Dr. Gbolonyo,
an African studies and ethnomusicology professor at the University
of British Columbia, led workshops with elementary school students
over two weeks.

photos: courtesy of YCIS BEIJING AND ISB
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THE CIRCUIT
Send an email with the date of your event, a brief description, and
high-resolution photos (at least 1MB each) to webeditor@beijing-kids.com by May 10

Keystone Hosts Mesmerizing Guqin Escape
Guqin virtuoso Wu Wenguang treated the Keystone community to a
captivating musical journey on February 23. It was part of the school’s
Distinguished Artists Series, which provides a space to engage with the
best minds in music, arts, and dance from China and around the world.

photos: courtesy of KEYSTONE ACADEMY AND HOUSE OF KNOWLEDGE

Reading Week at HoK
House of Knowledge (HoK), Chaoyang Park campus celebrated Dr.
Seuss Reading Week from February 27 to March 3, with students
inviting parents to read to their child’s class. They also had favorite
book character dressing up and show and tell. Other students made
picture books of their favorite stories.
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BSB, Shunyi Celebrates Literature with The Big Read
The British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB, Shunyi) held its annual
“Portable Magic - Festival of Books” on the week of February 20.
On the day of The Big Read, parents, children and friends of the
community brought in their favorite books and were entertained
by storytelling, live poetry, and drama.

Chinese New Year Celebrations at MSB
Students and staff celebrated Spring Festival at The International
Montessori School of Beijing’s (MSB) Chinese New Year Bazaar.

photos: courtesy of BSB, Sanlitun and MSB
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IN STEM Fair at BWYA
Grade 7 students at Beijing World Youth Academy’s (BWYA) Lido
campus had the opportunity to show off their STEM skills on March
10 when they presented their personal projects to their schoolmates
and parents.

photos: courtesy of BWYA AND 3E INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

3e Students Interview Chinese Actor Hu Ge
3e International School students interviewed Chinese actor Hu Ge,
who visited the school last December. Hu enjoyed playing the role
of teacher and was impressed by the authenticity of the children’s
interest in filmmaking and storytelling. This experience allowed
children to explore an exciting career and will be a great memory
for them.
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BIBA Grade 2 Students Raise Money for Charity
As a culminating activity for their Economics unit, Grade 2 students
at Beijing International Bilingual Academy (BIBA) hosted a cafe
in partnership with Goodworks Coffee and Tea and Bread of Life
Bakery on February 24. Students sold tickets, and served cakes and
delicious craft coffee to delighted parents, staff, and students alike.
All funds raised will go to charity.

WAB Project Moves Mountains
Grade 3 students at Western Academy of Beijing (WAB) are literally
moving mountains with an augmented reality sandbox, as part of
a unit about the Earth’s formation and landforms. A WAB teacher
and group of staff collaborated on the sandbox, downloading free
instructions and repurposing old furniture and resources to make
the project themselves.

photos: courtesy of BIBA AND WAB
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BSB, Sanlitun Year 1 Toy Workshop with Parents
Year One parents and children at the British School of Beijing, Sanlitun (BSB,
Sanlitun) gathered on March 2 for the biggest mass production of robots the
school has ever seen. There was junk, paint, and glue, and lots of creative
brains working together energetically along with some very competitive natures
shining out.

photos: courtesy of BSB, SANLITUN AND HOPE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

HIS Cultivates a Love for Books
150 elementary students at Hope International School (HIS) celebrated
Reading Day on March 3. Students wore pajamas and brought their
favorite books to class, while parents and volunteers read great children’s
literature.
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Meet the Rodriguez Family
Text by Pauline van Hasselt, Photos by Dave’s Studio

T

he Rodriguez family has been in Beijing over 3 years. Yahaira is from Dominican Republic
and Josue is from Puerto Rico, and both lived in Florida, US. The vibrant Latin family has a
20-month-old son, Alexander.
Though the Rodriguezes enjoy a quiet life in Shunyi, they say their best experiences in Beijing
are their visits to the hutongs and other historic sites. Yahaira is a member of a women’s group that
raises funds for local orphanages. At a church, she takes care of the packages for children in need.
As a daughter of service-minded parents and being adopted herself, Yahaira is always ready to lend a
helping hand. She says it is part of her identity to be caring for other people.

Adopted Chinese Culture
Drinking hot water
Best Shop for Groceries
Jenny Wang in Shunyi, as it has what
they need as a family
Best Stores for Mommies
Zara, Old Navy, Pull & Bear,
and Stradivarius
Favorite Date Spot
The movies at Shine Hills
Favorite Dessert Spot
Awfully Chocolate at Indigo Mall.
Favorite Spot to Relax
Starlight Hair Salon at Euro Plaza. “It has amazing
service and the best hair washing.”

Favorite Weekend
Activity
Heading to a shopping
center and walking
around, and finding
a nice play area for
Alexander to meet new
friends

Family Rituals
Getting a vacation every time
the family has off
Best Daytrip
The city, either the Pearl Market or a
Russian market.
Best Kid’s Clothes Shop
Old Navy with its great variety of
clothing and good prices
Favorite Chinese Restaurant
Yixuan Dumpling Restaurant
in Wangjing.
Favorite Website
www.taobao.com
Favorite Non-Chinese Restaurant
Redfort, an Indian Restaurant at Shine Hills

